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Duck Season

2000 Acres Placed

TO

A land sale of much importance
to the growth and prosperity of the
southern part of Colfax county opens on September i and will
open until the ist of October
wherein 2000 acres on the famous
Rayado Ranch, eight miles south
of Cimarron will be placed on the
marl et.
In order to make a quick sale of
the tract, the land has been subdivided into forty acre farms, and
some of larger or smaller units.
Forty units of 40 acres each have
been surveved and the balance of
the ttact, or 400 acres, is surveyed
into larger or smaller units, as to
suit the purchasers.
Two years ago, the Rayado Colonization company placed a tract
of 2000 acres on the market, part
of which is now under cultivation,
and adjoins the tract of 2000 acres
on sale during the month of September. On the tract sold two
years ago, fall wheat averaged 30
bushels to the Here from the sod
plowing, and spring wheat, oats
and corn, will make a very good
ahowing considering that the land
was in the sod six months ago.
Corn will average 40 bushels,
wheat 25 to 35 and oats 35 to 60
bushels to the acre, and can now
be seen standing in the field.
As an inducement for the
settlers to improve their
farms, the compmy will sell lumber from its own saw mill at $12
pr thousand leet. The company
will also plow the land (or $3 per
acre, with its powtr plowing out
tn

pror-ppcti'-

Cimarron
Given Cold

Shoulder
Cimarron was given the cold
shoulder by the Ocean to Ocean
Highway association, in the publication of the map recently distributed, in that the association followed the Camino Heal from the
northern to the southern part of
the state.
More than one year ago the association gathered funds in Cimar
ron to place this city on the
national highway, and follow the
Santa Fe trail past Ft. Union or
take route through the canon ard
Taos down the Rio Grande Valley.
Both were sidestepped and
on the plains was accepted
as the national hignway, eliminat
ing the most picturesque scenery
on the entire route, notablv the
Cimarron Canon in all its gran
deur and 1000 foot Palisades.

By an order of the department
of

agriculture

in

Washington the sion h
date
railrr

4 as the
holding a conference of
ollicials on freight rates
on c4.1l. The conference will be
atten :1 it is thought, by officials
BHBall the railways in the state
fMriH be held at the state capit-MB- l'
here, has been complaint that
tWgioal rates are too high and the
of the conference is to del
viae means lor reducing them,
frjjfcvthing achieved at the
the rates on coal between
fC3(fcrron and the coal camps will

the hearty approval

bewf

of

sportsmen.

Farmers On E. P.

&S. W.Can
Burn Old Ties
Farmers along the E. P. & S.
W. have now the privilege to take
home old railroad ties and use the
same for fuel, but must not destroy
the fences.
This action on the
part of the railway company comes
in rapid succession following the
complaint that the company has
been burning old railroad ties when
settlers in the state, especially
those on the dry farms, hwve been
short of firewood in the winter.
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(LIS. Had Troubles
J Of Her Own One

1 Hundred Years Ago
fn the light of present events in
sirope it is interesting to recall
Me fact that residents of the New
Eru md states,
including the
jjBesirlent of the United States and
Hkthe officials of the government
Mr having some similar worries
jBthctr own just one hundred years
irjR Monnny.
On this date in the
word was received in
vear 181

Views Of the Rayado Ranch

Phillips and Board of Equalization
Clash Over Valuations In This
County; Much Interest.
The valuation of coal lands in
Colfax county formed an important subject of discussion before the

Hernandez
Heads Rep.

State Ticket
Tuesday morning the Republican State convention at Santa Fe
nominated Benigno C. Hernandez
of Rio Arriba county for congressman, and Hugh H. Williams to
succeed himself as state corporation commissioner.
The Baca delegation from Bernalillo county was seated. U. S.
Senator T. B. Catron was temporary chairman and Ralph C. Ely
was chosen permanent chairman.
Elfego Baca and bis immediate
following attempted to bolt the
party but without success.
Senator Catron deliverad a keynote address to the convention assembled in which be denounced
the democratic party. He was
given continued applause during
the address.
The convention was the most interesting one in the history of the
state.

At Lail

Steers

Supply Co.

.

nom-na-

Miss Stella Kiker went to Raton
Tuesday to visit a few days with'
ber brother.

É

If

COLFAX

Acute With Appraisers

Impro vement

1800 Head

The Ftavad" R inch is known in
2-Yall tarts of the southwt st lor its
r.
productivity, and this is attributed
to the reason whv Beaubien anil
Miranda selected the gsrd n spot
ol northern New Mexico, making
What is bevond doubt the larg
it their home tor many years. It est individual sale ol cattle recordis also on this ranch where Kit ed in this section was negotiated
Carson built the first house in Col- this week between Geo. H. Webfax county-Nster, Jr., and Kansas parties.
more beautiful place in the
The contract calls for the dtliv
entire southwest can be found than ery 01 1000 neao ot 2 vear 01a
this ranch, which, within the near steers in October, at the pric ol
future will make homes for several 7c per pound. The steers are now
hundred families, when put under ranging on the Urraca Ranch and
a high state of cultivation.
are in excellent condition. They
It affords the farmer ample wat- will gain much in weight wi hin
er for irrigation; close to timber lor the next few weeks and thereby
fuel and building purposes, and realizing a handsome profit tor
good water for domestic purposes Mr. Webster.
l
can be had bv sinking wells a
depth. These are most valuaThe town council merts in reguble assets to be considered in the
lar session at 'he council chambers
southwest, and aiidc from them,
this Thursday evening.
a good graded school is on the
ranch where the children are af
forded the same schooling advant
ages to be bad in the town or city
It is practically a foregone con
clusion that the entire tract of 2000
acres will be sold during the month
of September and what is now the
unbroken prairie will next year be
a garden ot prolific crops and nu
tritious grasses, with beauttful
homes to surmount the predomi
nence of the plains, made as they
were for man to get out ol it for
what it was intended.

r

At

Webster Sells

fit

commis-

wild duck season in New Mexico
has been changed. It will open
October i and close January 16,
in lieu of opening September i and
closing December 16. It is supposed that this change was made
by Wasnington officials upon the
receipt of complaints from parties
who entertain the erroneous impression that wild duck - breed during September.
The order affects New Mexico
principallv and wiU not meet with

-e

-

state corporation
is set September

OF

Tax Muddle Grows

September 4
Th

NO. 34

KINGDOM

Coal Rates

October 1
Rayado Colonization Co. Will Pull
Off Land Sale In September;
Expect Many Buyers.

THE

Hearings On

Opens On

On The Market

AUGUST 27. 1914.

The Lail Supply company is one
of the most progressive business
firms in Cimarron, and the latest
improvement at the hardware store
is the installation of a Bowser gasoline pump and tank of immense
capacity. The tank will be placed
under the cement walk and the
pump will be placed in a most convenient spot to which access can
be had with ease. This will be
much more convenient for tourists
to supply tbeir cars with the juice,
without which they are known to
stop even though it is many miles
to a town.
Washington that the British
under General Ross and Admiral Cockburn had efiected a landing on the shores of Marylnnd and
was ready to march on the national capital.
Two days later, on August 24,
the British entered Washington
and wrought such havoc with its
public buildings that years were
required to reconstruct and repair
tbem. The capture of the city was
preceded by the defeat of a motley
army mustered to defend it. The
president and his cabinet were at
Blandensburg when the British approached, but teturned to the city
when the conflict began and narrowly escaped capture.
expe-ditip- n

state board of equalization at Santa Fe, Friday, and led to some
more interesting tilts between Assistant District Attorney Phillips
of Raton, Chairman F. W. Clancy
and Governor William C. McDonald of the board of equalization.
Mr. Phillips argued that the assessment in Colfax county has
been too high; that if the board
continues to impose blanket raises
the result will be that the assessor
in Colfax county will find it impossible to get people to give the correct value of their property. Governor McDonald declared that he
did not think there had been any
great injustice done in Colfax county.
"We have been increasing our
assessments right along," continued Mr. Phillips, "and I believe
that we are now assessed at full
value. And I want to say there
has been an injunction against
ninety per cent of che raises made
by this board of equalization."
There were frequent questions
thrown at Mr. Phillips until he re
marked that he would finish his
statement "if permitted to do so."
Governor McDonald here interrupted and asked Mr. Phillips
some pointed questions
about
"coal land assessments up in Colfax" as every one leaned forward
to catch every word of the discussion.
The governor then asked about
the valuation of the Rocky Mountain and Pacific railway, turned in
for the year ton, and asked if it
were not true that that company
actually valued the lands at 242,- 000 by tbeir own statement.
"In regard to coal lands 1 hope
you will assess the men who own
the coal rights and not the owners
of surface rights.
We hope that
you will make sufficient investigation of the ownership ot these
lands," said Mr. Phillips.
Mr. Clancy asked Mr. Phillips a
question which caused many in the
He said; "Don't
room to smile.
you know that some of these undeveloped coal lands have been the
basis for the sale of large bond isMr. Phillips suggested
sues?"
that such a statement was made
through an error.
"Well," retorted Mr. Clancy,
"Charley Spiess admitted it to
us." Mr. Phillips replied that in
his opinion the large Rocky Mountain company's bond issue was on

mprovements.

Notice
All bonifide citizens of Cimarron
are hereby given permission to fish
on the Urraca Ranch Reservoir
No. 1, withoet written permits until

Scftt. ioth,

(14.

No campfires or dogs permitted.
The catch for each rod in any one
day is limited to ten fish.
Geo. H. Webster, Jr.
Miss May Livingston was the
guest of friends at Bonito the first
of the week.

CIMARRON NEWS.

ONE

GREAT

OF GERMANY'S

BATTLESHIPS

FRENCH ADMIT

BODY OF PIUS X.

IS LAID IN CRYPT

MANY REVERSES
PROMISE

DEFEAT OF GERMANS
AFTER CONFLICT IS STARTED
FROM NEW BASE.

TO

TAKE

KONIGSBÜRG

RELATES

SOLEMN

CORTEGE
PAY LAST TRIBUTE TO
BELOVED POPE.

IN

IN

MOTHER OF

CLASH LOWERS

SCHOOL GIRL

CROP ESTIMATE
REDUCED YIELDS PREDICTEO AS
RESULT OP ABANDONMENT
OF FIELDS.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH U. S. YIELDS SMALLER

Tells How Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Restored Her Daughter's Health.
Plover, Iowa. -'- 'From a small child
my IS year old daughter hod female
weakness,

HORDES OF RUSSIA ANNIHILATE
GERMAN
ARMY IN
EASTERN
ADVANCE INTO PRUSSIA.
One of the kaiser's powerful battleships firing
Admiral Paachwlta of the German nary.

French war
admitting hoav
deploring loss of Ior
atiene
81.
that
Peteretmr
"la a Hoe of bi
tbt- Haltlc see. the
Poland bordtr
Into FORMAL
are ad vain-loAug.

Inset li
Western Newspaper Union Newa Servir.
Paris, Aug. 25. The French war of
Mce Issued tbe following
announce

KAISER IGNORES

THE WAR DAY BY DAY
14.

JAP

"'ni last night:

"The French and English, the pln
attack having failed owing to unforeseen difficulties, have retired on
tbe covering positions.
"West of the Meuse the English
trmy on our left was attacked by tbe
admirably,
.Germans,
but behaved
holding its ground with traditional
steadfastness.
"The French assumed the offensive
An African briwith two army corps
gade In the front line, carried away by
their eagerness, were received by a
murderous fire. They did not give an
Inch, but, counter attacked by the
Prussian guard, they were obliged to
retire, only, however, after inflicting
enormous losses. The Prussian guard
especially suffered heavily.
"East of the Meuse our troops ad
vanced across an extremely difficult
country and made a vigorous attack
when they emerged from the woods,
but were obliged to fall back after a
stiff fight south of the river Semois.
"On order of General Joffrs, our
troops and the English troops with
our
drew to tbe covering positions,
troops are intact; our cavalry has In
no way suffered and our artillery has
affirmed its superiority. Our office's
and soldiers are In the best of condition, morally and pbysically.
"As a result of the orders which
have been issued, the aspect of the
struggle will change for a few days.
The French army will remain for a
time on the detensive, but at the rtgM
moment, to be decided upon by tbe
commander-in-chief- ,
It will resume a
vigorous offensive.
"Our losses are heavy; it would be
premature to enumerate them. It
would be equally so to enumerate
those of tbe Germans, who suffered so
heavily that they were obliged to
abandon their counter attacks and establish themselves In fresh positions
in Lorraine.
"We made four attacks yesterday
from our position north of Nancy, inflicting very heavy loss on the enf

ULTIMATUM

DECLARATION OF WAR
re
(he Kaiser
Uermany,
DECLARED ON GERMANY
latanca before then Ilka chaff oefore
ths wind." PeklriK dispatch says Em-HaBY MIKADO.
French, Japanese and Russian
hipa attacking CJartnany In Orient.
Aug St. Japanese Ambassador Chin-d- a
notified U. i". that a formal declarativa of war' against Germany had been CHINA PORT BLOCKADED
Issued. Ureal Britain and h'ranre will
share equally In a loan of tlOU.oO0.09d
to Belgium. Great demonstrations at
Tokio were held In the streets, following asnounrement that Japan had de- ENGLISH,
FRENCH,
JAPANESE
clared war on Uermany. I 8 Ambasto take over afsador at Herlln aakedgovernment.
AND
RUSSIAN
8HIPS
ATTACK
The
fairs of Japanese
opened along the French
IN
GERMANY
ORIENT.
Íreat battle
army
extending
the German
from Mona to Luxemburg, and ths
British forces from Lille to Verdan.
At Shanghai It waa atated the Mlka-do'- a
Western Newspaper Inl.m News Service.
fleet waa on the way to Tslng-Taand early bombardment expected. RePeking, Aug. 25. The blockade of
ported at Rome that several Austrlnn
warships had been sunk In the Adri- Talng-Tau- .
the fortified port of the
atic. Kteamer Valeriana leaves Rotterdam with 1,000 Americans caught In German possession of Kiao-Chohas
Uermany when war broke out.
begun. British-- French and Russian
vessel of war are taking part with
Auk 21. K a s e r Ignores Japan'
Quits Berlin post. the Japanese in the. movement
ultimatum Envi says
uermany
A London dispatch
The Germans have dyisamiti ail
tured Ghent. Bruges and Ostend,
that Charleroi Is crumbling befor the the tall structures here which might
German fire. French forces report
be of any assistance to an attacking
I. ill- - and Verdun to protect fro
At Namur a small garrison la reel
n overwhelming attack. A'Nlsh dia- - fleet in giving them sighting points.
the Servians killed and They have also destroyed the rnllroad
natch savs
wounded '25.000 Auntrluns In the battle
along the Drlna. and took 10,000 more bridge at the boundary of their leased
prisoners. English and German forces territory and they have razed the
clash at Waterloo.
Chinese villages within the territory.
The inhabitants of these villages hare
NaAug. 11. Germana
bombard
Bursting sheila apread death been partially compensated.
mur.
and ruin In Belgian fortreaa. Germana
Up to the present time only British
occupy Brussels.
Serbs rout 150.000
battle regiments have received
Austrian soldiers aftor four-dato conear
French win claah along operate with the Japanese orders
in the onertier, and then turn south
tea outlines to Japan ita do- - ationB against Kiao-Choon the land
..
llimatum to Uermany, hold- Ing Tokio ruler to pledges. War tax slut:. iuh ileum, uunetDi, aru ax
. of t40.ov0.0uu
levied on Brussels and pecting orders to assist the British.
an additional 110,000,000 demanded by
There probably will not be more than
Germans on province of "Liege.
two or three regiments from each
Aug. 10. Germans occupy Brussels nation.
army
on
Antaa the Kalaer'a
marches
No reliable Information has reached
werp.
French claim sérica of
over Germana In Alsace. Ger here yet as to any Japanese landing
mans whip Belgians at Aerachot. after on the Kiao-Choterritory.
Rua-al- a
hundreds are loat In allies' rauka.evenlyand Adatrla struirif ting In
From Tokio comes the repot t that
matched conteat on the frontier. Kui unanimous approval of the war. which
aer saya he will fight Japan to last
emy.
disditch In effort to hold place In Orient. is calmly and dispassionately
Japanese ultimatum to Uermany ex- cussed, summarizes public opinion.
"In regard to the general situation
plained In official message to united
United States hartera nine
states.
Tbe newspapers express regret ovei we have the full use of our railroads
steamers to bring Americans home the necessity of hostilities with Ger- and retain command of the seas. Oar
from Europe.
many and urge the public to refrain operaUons have enabled the Russians
Aug. It. German battle line sweeping toward French frontier. Formida- from exhibiting resentment toward the to come In action and penetrate ths
heart of east Prussia.
ble Liege forts have fallen, ia report. Germans in Japan.
Belgian capital the atepplng atone to
"It is to be regretted that the ofThe Japanese print messages to
Paris, trembles before Kaiser's victorious march. Fighting in progress all cheer the fighters In their army and fensive operations planned failed to
along the entire front. Japans embas- navy, who hope they will be quickly achieve their purposes as a result of
sy in Berlin under guard as war orcannon victorious. An Imperial messenger difficulties Impossible to foresee. It
der aeema near. French dr-.to Utraaaburg doors, expected to prove went to the shrines of Ise to inform would have shortened the war, but
"Liege of the Mouth." Along the Servian frontier, where the Have river the spirits of the imperial ancestors o! our defenses remain intact In the
croaaes. I.uuu Auatrlana fall in battle.
presence of an already weakened
Japau's declaration of war.
Aug. II. Germany reported to have
is announced that a flock of white enemy.
It
a gendemolished the Liege forts
"Every Frenchman will deplore ths
eral advance has begun which mat Ka doves descended on the roof of the luv
the opening of greateat battle lit perial sanctuary at the moment of the temporary' abandonment of portions
world a history, with the fighting line expiration of the ultimatum to Ger- -' of Alsaco and Lorraine, which we hod
200 mllea long.
Brltiah land 100.000 many,
In France
and this is accented as an omen occupied, and certain parts of the naFrench coromauder
the execution by Flench artillery or
sas
lv
tional territory will suffer from events
victory.
crown
has been frlghtfuL Herman Ala-laof which they will be the theater.
prince is seriously wounded at
Ohapelle. Wilson'a plea for neutrality
"The ordeal is inevitable, but temTokio. Aug. 24. Germany having
arouaea Americana to critical atatua of
Thus detachments of Gernation. Fifteen thouaanri Auatrlana re failed to reply within the lime limit porary.
pcrted killed near ttabac.
to Japan's ultimatum that she surren-- ' man cavalry, belonging to an unatthe Japanese govern-- I tached division operating on the exAmsterdam. Official Belgian esti- der Kiao-ChoRou-baimates place their loss to date at 10, ment Sunday afternoon ordered the be--i treme right, have penetrated to
(six miles north of Lille) and
ginning of operations on land and sea.
0oo men.
The time limit cm the ultimatum ex- - the Tourroing district, which are defended only IV territorial reservists.
ptred at noon.
General Rennenkamp Reports.
"Our valiant people will know how
The imperial rescript declaring war
Konigsberg, the greut German
to find courage to support this trial,
upon Germany was issued last evenport at the north. Is within sight of ing.
It officially Inaugurates hoetll- - with unfailing faith In final success,
the C tar's troops.
Ules in the Far East as a result of which is not to be doubted. In tellDesperate fighting has marked the Germany's failure to reply to
the Ja ing to the country the whole truth,
advance of the invaders at every pan ultimatum
the government and military authoripoint, but the overwhelming numbers
Cheering crowds assembled before ties give It the strongest proof of
defend-eof Russians have thrown the
tbe buildings occupied by tbe depart- their absolute confidence In victory,
back by sheer weight
ment of foreign affairs and the ad- which depends only on our perseve-rancThe official report of General Ren- ministration of the navy.
and tenacity."
nenkamp, who is In command of the
Namur Is reported to have fallen
Count Von Rex, the German ambasRusslsn sdvance in east Prussia, sador, haa been handed his passports. after the outer fortifications bad besa
claims that the greater part of that Ho probably will leave for America battered by German artillery. The
territory Is now dominated by the either on the Minnesota, sailing Aug. city was evacuated almost without a
Russians. He says:
........ ..... u , .. .... I. u UM V struggle when the outer defenses
"We hold the railroads and have Aug. u.v George W.
were destroyed.
Gutherte,
2.
captured Gumblnnen, Intterburg,
ambassador, will represent
The Germany. The diet has been
and Johannlsberg.
St. Petersburg. Aug. 26. In a line
Twentieth German army corps was in special session for Sept. 3. called of battle extending from the Poland
pieces.
We have
practically cut to
No action yet has
taken rela- border to the Baltic sea, the hordes
taken several thousand prisoners in tive to Austria, and been
of Russia are advancing into Gerofforeign
the
addition to the guns already re- fice haa explained
that Japan will re- many, sweeping the Kaiser's resistawet-plne-

;
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cap-an-

THOUSANDS WITNESS CEREMONY
AT WHICH CARDINALS
FORM PROCESSION.

d

y

-

auo-cesa-

n- -d

'

.n-or-

i

ported."

main friendly unless Austria adopts
an attitude
which It regards aa
Bulletins.
War
offensive.
Brussels. Three hundred thousand
Pre m lor Okuma states that docuGerman soldiers passed through the mentary evidence)
will show that Eng-lapcity Mondsy on the way to the front
not only requested Japan's asBerlin. -- Namur has fallen under Uve sistance, but approved bar entire
program.
heavy fire of the) German guns.
It la reported here that Germany
8t. Petersburg Russian advance haa been trying to transfer the) Ger
unchecked through east Prussia, driv- man railroad In Shantung, China, to
Tokio believes, however,
ing back the Germans with enormous America.
that the United States, pursuing ths
loos.
policy of neutrality outlined by PresRome. Austria has abandoned the ident Wilson's announcement of neuServian campaign to concentrate all trality, haa greatly pleased ths Jaher forces against the Russian In- pan eos.
vasion.
Former Goverior Is
Lancaster. N. H. Chester a JohnRome, via London. The Avontl
says that there has been another naval son, governor of New Hampshire, ioi
engagement In the Adriatic, In which to 1S0J. dlod at his summer boms. Hs
was 72 years old
some Austrian ships were sunk.
d

The Dead Pontiff.
Born at Riese, near Ventee. June
Ills.
Studied at Riese. T reviso and Padua.
Urdalned Priest In 11(8.
nerved aa Curate nine years.
Appointed pariah priest of
In 1K7.
Chancellor of Diocese. 1175.
Vicar Ckpttular. 1S77.
Bishop of Mantua. 1M7.
Cardinal and Patriarch of Venice.
Elected Pope Auguat t. 101.
Died. Auguat It. Itl4.
Kntombed In St. Peter'a Cburch.
Auguat tl. 114.
1.

Sal-aan- o

It!.

Rome. Aug. 24. The entombment of
the late Pope Pius X took place Saturday evening at sunset. Tbe great
basilica of St. Peter's was In
A flickering light came
from the perpetually burning tapers
about the shrine of the apostles and
the candles in the chapel where ths
catafalque stood.
Those) who witnessed the ceremony,
numbering about one thousand, came
by special Invitation and Included the
diplomatic representatives accredited
to the Holy See, (he prelates and members of the Rome aristocracy.
The procession formed in the chapel
of the Blessed Sacrament where for
hours tbe body of Plus X lay In stats.
semi-darknes-

FAVORABLE,
LESS
CONDITIONS
SAVS DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE BULLETIN.

gestera Newspaper Union News Service.
Washington.
foreign
Reduced
Top fields, due to "the widespread
abandonment of the fields by tbs
male population of military age," and
a less favorable condition of crops In
this country, were reported in the
monthly bulletin of the Department of
Agriculture for tbe season up to Aug.
L

The general tone of foreign crop re
ports during the last month bos estimated prospects of previous yields to
be too optimistic, the report declared.
That is declared to be due to crop
conditions as well as to the war. Tbe
department does not make an estimate as to what the effect of the war
on crops will be.
"The saving of standing wheat and
other unbarvested crops promises to
devolve
largely upon female and
youthful labor," the report said. "Although the stress of urgent necessity
will be a powerful Influence against
permitting waste, the effect of these
unusual harvest conditions upon ulti
mate yield is for the present problematical."
In tbe United Kingdom and the
more northerly latitudes of continental Europe there was promise o!
better than an average crop before tho
war brought farm operations to a halt.
"In the United States the Aug. 1
report declares that the month of
July was very unfavorable for crop
growth. The composite condition of
all crops Aug. 1 was 2 per cent below
r
average, whereas on Jul
the
r
1 prospects were 1.4 above tbe
average. Prospects, however,
are still 5 per cent better than the
outturn of last year's crop.
Improvement occurred during July
in nearly all the Atlantic coast state,
the Northern states of Michigan and
Wisconsin and the Mountain states except Montana and Wyoming.
"In nearly all other parts of the
Ignited States." the report said, "crops
deteriorated during July."
ten-yea-

three

apuaxe

doctora
about it and they did
not help her any.
LydWK. Pinkham's

to

Vegetable

Uoro-nrm- nrl

hod been of

great benefit toma.
so I decided to have
her give it a trial.
She has taken five
bottles of the Vegetable ComDouud ac
cording to directions on tbe bottle and
She is cured of this trouble. She was
all ran down when she started taking
ths Compound and her periods did not
come right She was so poorly and
weak that I often had to help hex dross
herself, bat now she is refalar sod li
Mrs.
and healthy.''
mwintr
Martin Hklvtu, Plorar, Iowa.
Ifnnrtrvula of OTJCh letters SI LlleSltllkT
gratitude for tbe good Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has accom-niuho-H
ro nraiatantlv behur received.
proving the reliability of this grand old
stj-rei-

remedy.
Tf
ai am ill do not draw alotur and
continue to suffer day In and day oat bat
at once take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege
table Compound, a woman s remeay law

woman's file.
If vnn want sneclol advice write te
Lydia E. l'lnkham Medicine Co. (confi
dential) Lynn, Mass, i our tener win
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and beld In strict confidence.

It's when it is too hotheaded
love Is apt to grow cold.

that

Life Is a grindstone that sharpens
either our wits or our
Red Cross Use Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.

ail

good grocers.

Adv.

ten-yea-

CHANGE OF RULc REFU8ED.

POPE PIUB X.

Cardinals Meet Sseend Tims.
The conclave of the cardinals met
for the second time Saturday morning.
Cardinal Delia Volpe presided. Among
other matters dealt with was che quee
tion of the holding of tho conclave
for the election of the new pope.
Two opinions, diametrically opposed
wars offered. Ons was that, owing to
the perturbed condition of the world,
the election must be hastened and that
tho conclave should begin Its work on
Aug. 31. The other maintained the ad
viaabUlty of delaying the conclave In
order that all the cardinals might have
an opportunity to reach Rome.
Cardinal Berry Del Vol. papal secover
retary of state, is so
the death of the pope that he scarcely
can attend to his official business
The appreciative praise of him In the
pope's testament has been a great
consolation.
Cardinal Delia Volpe has instructed
the commanders of the papal and
ether armed bodies to guard every cor
ner of the Vatican to prevent any Incident which might disturb the work
of the cardinals, especially during the

ance before them like chaff before
the wind.
The sdvance guard of Cossacks,
which had been harassing the enemy
during tbe advance and concentration of the main body of Russian
troops, has fallen back. The Infantry
and artillery have come to tho front
The fire of tbe heavy guns in ths
vanguard has swept the Prussian villages along the frontier out of existence. Like a swarm of locusts the
Cxar's foot troops cover fields, and
highways. The German soldiers hays
been hunted out of every nook and
cranny along the entire line of
march and behind ths Cxar's advance
not a German flag or uniform Is left
Half tbe territory of east Prussia
la now under the Russian flag and conclave
Ita advance is marked with a trail of
Galll took
dssd and wounded Germana
X Satsrday.

death mask of Pins

One Too Many.

The 'bus was rolling up Fifth avenue
in a heavy gronndswell, on a murky
night Perhaps it was only that ths
chauffeur and conduotor were both
sleepy, or maybe It was only the mug- gin ess that deceived them
On the corner at Thirty-fiftstreet
stood, waiting to cross, a belated delivery boy, holding erect by the waist
a dressmaker's dress form Ths chauf
feur thought he detected a faro, and
slowed his craft in to the curb. Tbs
conductor looked out through the fog.
shook his head, and rang the bell to
go ahead.
"Room for one only," he said, and
the "bus rolled on. New York Evening
h

Summer Days

Carmel-by-the-Se-

House Discusses Mrs. Wilson's Bill.
Washington. Mrs. Wood row Wll
son's "alley bill," proposing abolish
ment of capital slums, was up on the
House calendar, radically amended
from the form It passed the Senate on
the day the President's wife died.

grief-stricke- n

the)

The Usual Process.
"They are going to pot your
lutlon on the table.'
"I'm not surprised. I expected It to
be dished.

Stands Pat on Coal Strike, Despite Plea of Fuel Famine.
Washington. Tbe administration at
Washington took the attitude that
there shall be no alteration in the
rules governing the operation of mines
in Colorado, now under martial rule.
The cry that there will be a coal
famine unless the administration
loosens the regulations was considered by those in authority, but It hod
no weight.
These regulations ware
agreed to:
First Miners must not be gathered Post
and brought in by operators.
Second Miners must seek work at
Forgetful Vacationist
the mines, and must not be solicited
The family had gone off for their
or Impressed Into service.
holiday In a taxi. Twenty minutes
Third Miners must be residents of later the taxi snorted back up the road.
Colorado.
"Forgotten the tickets?" cried a
Fourth Miners must comply with neighbor.
the laws of Colorado regarding the
"No," said the Irate householder,
mining of coal.
"but my wife's just remembered that
she's left a kettle boiling on ths gas
Suffrage Bill Rejected.
stove."
He dived into the house, and cams
Stockholm. The woman's suffrage
back the next moment with a ghastly
bill was rejected by Parliament.
calm on his face
"All right now?" sold ths neighbor
BEET SUGAR CROP IS 8MALL.
cheerily.
"Rlghtl Td forgotten that rd
High Prices Will Be Augmented
by
turned ths gas off at ths meter and
Short Harvest Here.
Washington With the price of now we've two hours and a half to
sugar higher than In many years, in wait for the next train."
dications are that the country's sugar
beet crop this year will be the smallest since 1910. A forecast of 4,826,
000 tons was announced by the Depart
ment of Agriculture. Last year the
production was 6,669,000 tons; in 1912
6,224,000 tons and In 1911, 6,062,000.
Call for s dainty,
wholesome food tuck
Jap Confesses Slaying Artist
Salinas, Cal. George Kodanl, a Jap
as
atiese p hotographer, under arrest here
confessed to Sheriff Nesbitt that he
had murdered Helena Wood Smith, a
New York artists, who had been living
in the colony of the writers and paint
era at
U. S.

The catafalque was surmounted by the
triple crown and the body of the pope
was clad in the pontifical robes and
surrounded by the emblems of his
sacred office. During the course of
the day many thousands of persona
passed by the bier.
Saturday evening tbe bier was removed and placed on a low platform
on wheels. At the gates of the chapel
the arch priest of tbe basilica, In violet robes and surrounded by the chap
ter. Joined the procession.
First came a Jewelled cross beld
aloft, then the cardinals and high pre
lates, each carrying a candle. In the
center of the procession was the bier
the cortege pssslng amid tbe kneeling
crowd, while through the vast and
silent church was heard the Miserere,
sung by the Slstlne choir.
The solemn cortege marched into
the crypt where the body of Pius X
will have Its final resting place.
The body of the pontiff lies in a
cypress wood coffin on which rests a
gold cross. This is encased In sine
and finally in an oak casket. On the
cssket is the inscription:
"Here lies the body of Pius X, born
June 2. 1835; died Aug. 20, 1914"
The coffin was placed within the
tomb, while Cardinal Delia Voipe re
cited prayers for the dead, accom
panted by all present, kneeling.
A monument to Pius X wtll be erect
ed In the crypt.

Many a man who thinks he knows It
all don't e.'en know why a han lays
an agg Instead of standing It on and.

Cardinals

In Rome to Elect Pope.
Rome, Aug. 26. No exact date has
yet been fixed for the convening of
the conclave which will elect a successor to Pope Piux X.. although there
seems to be a disposition on the part
of many or tbe Cardinals present in
Home to start proceedings next Mou
If these Cardinals should have
da. way.
their
Cardinals Gibbons and
O'Connel will not be able to reach
here for the opening session, and It Is

doubted also whether Cardinal Far
ley, who arrived In Chtasso, Swltser
land Bonday can bp present

Post
Toasties
with
There's little work, and
much satisfaction in every
package of these crisp
bits of perfectly cooked
and toasted Indian Com.

Appetizing flavour,
substantial
nourishment
and convenience of serving are all found in Pott

Toasties.

Sold by Grocers
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FOR (HUM. KVCÜTI
San Juan County Fair at
Astac.
County Fair at Farming-ton- .
8pt.
Sept. It-iQuay County Fair at
Sapt.
Curry County Fair at
Brpt 16 z
Colfax County Fair at
Springer.
Oct.
J
Dona
Ana County Fair at
i n
Crura
Oct
14th Annual Naw Maalco
Htate Fair. Albuquarque.
Oct. ll.
Stock and Product K- poaltlnn at Roswell.
Nay, 2s 2 ú Meet Ins Stala Tesonera'
Aiaoclatlon at Albuquarqua.
DATE

i.

Clo-vl-

1

bulldog boom la on at Deming.
iAina county la to have an agriculA

tural export.
A city manager

for Santa kv baa
been proposed.
The new Santa Fé depot for Sliver
City la on the way.
The Bantu Fé Chamber of Commerce
has been Incorporated.
Several cars of apples have been
ahlpped from Hagarman.
Ovar 18.000 sheep, valued at I40,(00,
will be pastured near Koawell.
BIk Improvements have been mad
In the San Miguel county roads.
There will be about Kio.ooo bushels
of wheat shipped from Mills this year.
The Denting postoffice has been
equipped with new furniture, and a
new safe.
The First State Bank of Tularosa
will put up a building 26x50 feet, with

The President has nominated the
following New Mexico postmasters:
G. U. McCrary, Artesia; William D.
Wasson, Estancia; E. R. Gesler, Columbus.
The Pecos Valley distributors have
shipped seventy cars' of cantaloupes
from Roswell since the opening of the
season. They are now shipping at the
rate of ten cars a day.
Oovernor William C. McDonald has
appointed W. C. SCerwer of Clovls,
Curry county, acttng county clerk of
Curry county, pending the suspension
of A. L. Await, the county clerk.
J. O. Cooper, who recently purchased an interest In the Mimbres Hot
Springs, Intends to form a stock company and spend S25.000 In ImprovinT
tbia resort and advertising it widely.
J. W. Phillips, a Grant county
rancher, sold his rauvh of 1,400 acres
for $60,000 and will buy another thirty-fiv- e
miles west of El Paso for $90,000:
he has also contracted for 14,000
head of cattle.
Cowboy sports and a big barbecue
will entertain the people of Orange at
and

16.

Estancia valley towns have
taken up In earnest the proposition of
Oklahoma parties to make a thorough
tif t. well test of 'In' underground flow
and a substantial fund has been put
The

up.
old daughter of Mr.
The three-yea- r
and Mrs. A. C. Rlrbards, at Hurley.
Grant county, waa bitten by a rattlesnake and for a time her life wiit
despaired of. But she Is now out ot
.

1st Tyrone will have a
seven day a week train service over
branch of
the new Whitewater-Tyronthe El Paso & Southwestern railroad,
and the government is preparing for
the delivery of Mogollón mall via the
Burro Mountain camp.
Mrs. George S. Klock of Albuquerque
has been placed In charge of the entries for the better baby show of the
state fair to be held at Albuquerque
tills fall. Monday, Tueaday and Wednesday of fair week will be given to
the exhibition, with the awarjs on
Thursday.
Fifteen milea of fence costing
will surround the Black Mesa
grant of 20,000 acres In Hio Arriba
county recontly purchased by John B.
Burson of St. I.nuis, who will stock
the property with thoroughbred whlto-fac- e
cattle and angora goats.
Alexander Gusdorf, the pioneer and
scientific orcbardlst of Taos valley, is
busy picking and packing his marketable strawberry apples from sixteen
trees in his apple orchard near the
north and of Taoa. He will ship about
The average crop from
126 boxes.
each tree waa about twelve boxea.
B) October

e
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His
President Wilson Asks All Good
a
Church
in
Keep Personal Neutrality,
to
Wxatara New. papar r rilen Nowa Barvlea
by Succession
and Warne that Deepest,
Moat
Albuquerque, N. M. Backed by the
Subtle
Essential
Breach
May
newspapers of the state, which appear
of Honors.
to be taking an exceptional Interest In
Spring from Paaalonately Taking
It, the poultry industry is assuming
Sides.
importance In New Mexico.
Those
In a position to know, estimate that
WAS OF HUMBLE ORIGIN
the revenue derived by farmers from Waatarn Nawepaper Union Nawa Barrica
the useful hen now ranks next to that
Washington. Addressing the Amerfrom alfalfa, heretofore the chief farm
Received Priest's Orders in
product. The annual state fair poul- ican people, President Wilson Tues1858, Year That Was a
day
Issued a statement In connection
try show at Albuquerque, for which
entries now are being made, haa with the European war, warning thf,
Memorable One for
called attention to the Interest the citizens of
Italy.
tbe
United
against
States
newspapers are taking In promoting
the poultry Industry. The total of "that deepest, most subtle, moat esPope Pius X. was a native of tbe
prizes and trophies for this show this sential breach of neutrality which may
II' Me village of Riese. In tbe Venetian
year will have a value of $2,000 or spring out of partisanship, out of pasorlnce of Trevlso, which. In 1S03,
more, placing It on a financial basis sionately taking aides."
t
The Presigar to the church a pontiff In
with the big shows of the country
dent's statement follows:
who assumed the
Itoccaslnt,
Another Interesting feature shown
triple nown under the name of Bene"My fellow countrymen:
by study of the entry lists Is that
"I suppose that every thoughtful dict XI
more than half of the entries are by
Born June 2, 1836, to a poor and
railroad men In the train service of man In America has asked himself humble ramlly of the name of Sarto,
southwestern railroads, the entries during the last troubled weeks what Piub X was christened Giuseppe (Jocoming from engineers, firemen and influence the European war may exert seph) and known throughout hlB life
conductors in Colorado, nearly all In the United Stntes, and I take the by the dialect equivalent of Giuseppe,
railroad division points in New Mcxi liberty of addressing a few worda to "Beppo "
co and Arizona and from El Paso.
you In order to point out that It la
The early life of Pope Plus was
entirely within our own choice what filled with activity. The district of
FERGUSSON FOR CONGRESSMAN.
Its effects on us will te and to urge Trevlso Is one of poverty, only those
who have seen It realizing the strugvery
Renominated by New Mexico Demo- speechearnestly upon you the sort of gle for existence that ever prevalía.
and conduct which will beat
cratic State Convention.
safeguard the nation against distress Little Giuseppe Sarto was one of a
family of ten, to feed whose hungry
Albuquerque, N M. Harvey B. Fer- and disaster.
gusson of Albuquerque was renomi
moutbs the father could not earn anywar
of
"The effect
tho
on the United
thing approaching a "living wage."
nated for Congress to succeed hlmstlt
Siates will depend on what American This tact suggests what sacrifices the
citizena aay and do. Every man who household had to endure to ensure the
really loves America will act and boy the means of education, finally seipeak in the true spirit of neutrality, cured htm through tbe kindness or a
which Is In the spirit of Impartiality parish priest.
and fairness and friendliness to all
From an early age Giuseppe, bred
concerned.
to sturdy outdoor Ufe, displayed a
"The spirit of the nation In this crit- bent lor tbe priesthood a bent that
ical matter will be determined largely
for tho most part Is religiously reby what Individuals and society and spected by Italians of the lower class.
those gathered in public meetings do The educational resources of his birthand say, on what newspapers and place were soon exhausted, and the
a
átala?
magazines contain, on what our min- lad's studious leadings demanded a
isters utter in their pulpits and men wider field for their development. He
,
proclaim as their opinions on the was sent to a college at
and from there was transferred to
streets.
The people of the United States are the Central Seminary at Padua, a
seat ot Italian learndrawn from many nations and chiefly
from the nations now at war. it la ing
Promotions Earned by Merit.
natural and Inevitable that there
On September 18, 1858, tbe young
should be tbe utmost variety of sympathy and desire among them with re- seminarist received his priest's orders
gard to tbe Issues and circumstances In tho cathedral of Castel-Francof the conflict. Some will wish one That year was a memorable one for
nation, others another, to succeed In Italy. The question of Italian liberation had been forced to the front by
the momentous struggle.
attempt of Orslni to assassinate
It will be easy to excite passion and the
of nadifficult to allay It. Those responsible Napoleon III. Tbe diplomats
young priest
for exciting It will assume a heavy tions assembled, but the
responsibility; responsibility for no waa not concerned in the movement.
HARVEY B. FERGUSSON,
He turned his back on the world, and
less a thing than that tbe people of took
up his duties as curate In the vilat the Democratic state convention the
States, whosa love of their lage
United
of Tombolo. He soon was loved
held here, and Adolph P. Hill of San- country
whose loyalty to its govand
ta Fe was nominated for corporation ernment should unite them as Ameri- by bis parishioners, to whom he en
by his unselfishness,
commissioner. The convention
cans, all bound in honor and affection deared himself
and bis tireless labor.
the state and national Demo- to think first of her and her Interests, bis
to be parish
cratic admiulst rations, praising Wood may be divided In campa of hostllf
He was promoted
row Wilson.
of Salzano in 1867, only a year
jjilest
inopinions, hot against each other,
of Venezla (Venice)
volved In the war Itself In Impulse and after the cession
to Italy, so that the future pope lived,
Cattle Moving in Pecoa Valley.
opinion. If not In action.
years of his
for the first thirty-twRoswell. Cattle are beginning to
Such diversions amongst ua would life, under tbe Austrian regime In bis
move at a pretty lively rate.
Sev'oe fatal to our peace of mind and
native province.
eral large deals have been pulled off might seriously stand In the way ol
The able discharge of his office reclately, but one of the largest waa the proper performance of our duty ommended the pastor of Salzano to
when R. E. Steele, a big feeder from as the one great nation at peace, the the notice of Monsignor Zlnelll. at
Hutchison, Kans., bought 1,000 head of one people holding Itself ready to that time the bishop of tbe diocese,
who nominated him to a canonry In
steers from Walker Bros., play a part of impartial mediation and
the counsels of peaoe and ac- the cathedral of Trevlso. This promothe stock now being on the Walker speak
commodation, not as a partisan, but as tion was supplemented by bestowal of
Bros, ranch, east or Elida, to be dea friend.
the deanery on Father Sarto and his
livered about the middle of October.
1
venture, therefore, my fellow appointment as episcopal chancellor.
The price was a good, stiff one.
countrymen, to speak a solemn word To him also was confided tbe delicate
of warning to you against that deep- and important charge or spiritual diNew Mall Carrier.
est, most subtle, most essential rector to the Seminary of Trevlso. In
I as
which may which college he was likewise given a
of neutrality
Vegas. Julian Jaramillo, mall breach
chair and an examlnership.
carrier on the apello route, has been spring out of partisanship, out of pas professor's
Nor did his activities end here, for be
slonately taking sides.
succeeded by Abran Martinez.
was chosen as a judge In tbe capitular
The United States must be neucourt, and finally was
ecclesiastical
dinname
well
as
in
as
fact
in
tral
Sierra
Shot and Killed.
appointed vicar general of the dioing these days that are to try men's
Albuquerque.
A. 8. McCracken. Anin cese.
We must be impartial
souls.
gora goat raiser. Socorro county, was thought aa well as in action, must
Became Famous as Preacher.
Meantime, the recipient of all these
placed In the county Jail at Socorro
put a curb on our sentiment as well
charged with killing Edward Tafoya. as on every transaction that might be dignities was winning a great reputa
former sheriff of Sierra county. Ta- construed aa a preference of one tion aa a nreaeher His sermons, al
foya was shot ut bis ranch at Ojo party to the struggle before another. though delivered extempore, were disboth learning and elo
Callente Seven shots were fired at
I am tinguished for
My thought is of America.
quence.
It Is probable that the
Yet
him, the seventh taking effect, accordspeaking. I feel sure, the earnest wlab
and holy
ing to Tafoya's wife, the only witness, and purpose of every thoughtful example of his
McCracken
charged Tafoya with American that this country of ours, life preached the most eloquent sermon of all. During the interregnum
stealing goats.
which is, of course, the first In our that supervened on the death of Mons.
should
hearts,
our
In
thoughts and
Zlnelll, It fell to he vicar general to
Colored Man Killed Over Crap Game. show Itself In this time of peculiar
administer the diocese, and this he did
Heury Phillips, colored and trial a nation fit beyond others to with such notable skill that be was
Ilatou.
single, aged about thirty, was killed at exhibit the fine poise of undisturbed nominated coadjutor to tbe new blab
Koehler In the residence of one Jack- judgment, tbe dignity of
op of Trevlso.
son, alao colored, as tbe result of u the efficiency of dispassionate action;
After such an apprenticeship It was
In
judgment
sits
neither
a
nation that
dispute over a game of crape.
not surprising that when tbe Impor
own
in
Is
her
disturbed
on others nor
tant aee of Mantua became vacant, in
counsels and which keeps herself fit 1884, Leo XIII choae GluBeppo Sarto
Arábala Stock Company.
to du what ia honeat and i o fill the place. It was no easy taak
Santa T - The Arahela Stock Com and free
truly servtcesble for to which he bad been called, for his
pany filed incorporation papers with disinterested and
peace of the world.
predecessor had allowed discipline to
the State Corporation Commission. Its the
ourput
on
to
not
become alack. His persuasive powers
we
resolve
Shall
office is at Arabela. Lincoln county,
bring
will
which
end
administrative gifts were tested
restraint
the
selves
and L. Pacheco is the statutory agent.
and the to the utmost, but he waa fully equal
The company la Incorporated with to our peoplo the happiness peace
we
to the ungrateful task.
$30,000 divided Into :00 share
at great lasting influence for
Severe in personal taste, lilBhop
covet for them?
$100.
WOODROW WILSON.
(8lgned)
Surto showed himself zealoua In main
tainlng the gorgeous ritual tradltlona
Wilson Protests on Hyphenated
Bold, Bad Gila Bear Captured.
of bis church, and In issb me uum
"
Citizen.
Silver City. "Club Foot. so called
centenary of St. Anaelm was celebecause of the mangling of on? foot
Prior to tbe issuance of the state- brated under his auspices, while in
In a trap years ago, the fabulously
ment, officials close to the President
preaided at a like function In
ferocious grliziy bear of the Gila made It clear that Mr. Wilson wat 1891 ha
of St. Louis Gonzaga.
country, has been caught In a trap fully determined to ake no part In the commemoration
Two years later Pope Ieo recogGermany
by
Japan
govand
and killed
dispute between
Walt Hotchktss, a
nized Btabop Barto's merits by raising
ernment trapper.
over the situation In the far east. him to the Sacred college, with the
German-Japawas
question
While the
title of San Bernardo alle Terme, at
Over Ton of Fruit My Mall.
not referred to In the statement. It beAt
1893.
Alamogordo.
The biggest sbtpmeut came known that the President re a conalstory held June 16,
was chosen out of
be
aame
time
the
of the present fruit season waa made
garded with disfavor efforts he be- all the Venetian prelatea to fill the
by parcel post when practically a ton lieved were being made to embroil tht
and a half of different kind of fruit United States in tbe controversy In patriarchate of Venice.
In bla nine years' residence In the
was mailed.
be far east or la Burope.
seagirt" city the "Pope of the Oon- world-renowne- d

ty.

danger

AND BUSY ONE

Vrooi

alaraograprt. cop; right, bj Underwood

Uadarwood. S, T.

Castel-Fran-co-

Farm prospects at Wagon Mound
are fine. One farmer has ninety-eigh- t
acres In wheat that is estimated at
fifty bushels to the acre.
The State Board o'f Education will
probably leave the selection of a state
flower to the Legislature. The school
children voted In favor of the cactus.
Game and Fish Warden Trinidad C
de Baca has appointed Clifford Curry
a deputy game warden and license collector at San Patricio, Lincoln coun-
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WHAT WE MAKE IT.
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Carrlzozo.

festival, September

Ettlmated That Revenue From Uatful
Hen Now Ranks Naxt to That

Mr-col-

s

two-da- y

EFFECT OP WAR UPON UNITED
STATES WILL BE JUST

1

front.
The farmers south of Deming are
to have rural free delivery service
commencing October 1.
The business houses of Alamogordo
have inaugurated a half holiday for
the rest of the summer.
Estancia has arrangements under
way and about completed for sinking
a deep well for artesian water.
T. P. Scarborough of les Molnea
old to J. N. Porterflcld. of Dublin.
Tex., a half section of land for $10 per
acre.
Mrs. Jennie M. Haley, wife of John
A. Haley, postmaster and editor of the
Carrlzozo Newa. died at her home In

a
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UFE OF LATE
POPE A LONG
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of Alfalfa.
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doliera" was a beloved and familiar
figure. Ills firm, dignlHed, yet genial
rule quickly made him a force to be
reckoned with.
He gave proof of extraordinary tact
In dealing with the civil authorities
and he succeeded in winning the support of radicals as well as clericals,
lie became u favorite with King Victor Kmmanuel and Queen Helena,
when they visited Venice, and It 1b an
open secret that the news of his election to the pontlilcate was joyfully received by the king.
His Election as Pope.
It was no light inheritance to succeed such a pontiff as Leo XIII., for
in many ways Leo symbolized the old
order, incarnating, as he did, the aristocratic Ideal of the scholar and the
diplomat.
Plus X. was, as befitted a democratic pope, different In many respects
from his illustrious predecessor. Like
the fisherman whose place be held, he
found his recreation fishing in the
Vatican ponds rather than in writing
l.aün versea. To his saintllness of
character and moral worth. Independent of all lesser and worldly considerations, memory doubtless will pay
homage.
When balloting began, to choose a
successor to Pope Leo XIII., the name
of Giuseppe Sarto was hardly considered at first. As balloting continued,
however, the roll of votes in his favor
increased. He was then regarded as
a compromise candidate, and finally,
on tbe sixth ballot, be was elected
August 4, 1903, und Uve days later he
was crowned in St. Peter's, Rome,
with all tbe magnificence and brilliance of ceremonial that distinguishes the coronation of each successor to

tbe apostolic throne.
He never had been ambitious to be
the head of the Catholic church and
the successor of St. Peter. He loved
tbe simple life among his friends, his
relatives and his proteges In tbe parish he first held. The grandeur, tbe
pomp, the great power of the Vatican
did not appeal to him.

Direct and Simple In Method.
Is much easier to face the miera
of Kurope on a question than tbe cardinals assembled In the Blstlne chapel,
but Pope Plus did not quail or ahow
timidity when he Informed tbe cardinals aa to hla perseverance In the
lines he drew for himself. He waa
firm, brief and unruffled, and made It
plain that he would not lean In either
direction to lend weight to favored
plans of different cardinals or fac-

It

tions.

When the trouble between the
church and state broke out in France
and tbe Concordat wua dropped, the
world looked to the pope, apeculatlng
aa to what course he would take. Wbat
he did aeemed to be tbe only right
thing, according to the American Idea.
He Ignored tbe nation.
Before Pope Plus had been on the
throne three years be showed that
young men who dreamed of tbe career
of a courtier In Rome were going to
be disappointed. Tbe pope wanted
bishops for tne difficult sees, and tbe
way for young diplomats to promotion.
It waa soon apparent, was through
the tiresome but wholesome office of
governing bishop.
One great reform Pope Plus accomplished, and it promises to be ever remembered In history. Ha proved that
dlplomaoy In church matters la a thing
of little Importance compared with the
direct teaching and preaching ot tbe
gospel to the poor.

Compared with the policies of bis
predecessors of recent times the leaning of Pope Plus X. has been held to
be

ultra-orthodo- x

In purely

ecclesias-

tical principles and
In temporal relations. An Instance of
his
uncompromising attitude against advanced tendencies was
afforded in his opposition to woman
Ruffrage, as voiced by the pope upon
tbe occasion of bis reception of a delegation of Italian Catholic ladles.
"Woman can never be man's equal,"
be told his fair visitors, "and cannot,
therefore, enjoy equal rights. Few
women would ever desire to legislate,
and those who did would be classed
as eccentrics. Scripture, and especially the three Epistles of St. Paul,
emphasizes woman's dependence on
well-know- n

man."
Reforms In Church Government.
Hi- - now famous Apostolic
constitution was considered aa embodying tbe
most sweeping reform ever attempted
by a Roman pontiff since the celebrated Council of Trent. In the years
from 1646 to 1563, In that It dismissed
the entire congregation of the council,
a committee of cardlnala charged with
the Interpretation of the Council ot
Trent, and placed all affairs In tbe
hands of separate tribunals and courts
of appeal.
By virtue of one oí bis documenta,
known aa tbe "8aplentl Conslllo," the
congregations composing tbe Romau
Curia of tbe Catholic church have
been completely reformed and the
American hierarchy has been accorded a recognized voice In the government of tbe church. In fact, all Catholics outside Italy have been granted
a new political standing by the order,
whereunder 200 bishops, 26,000 priests
and 30,000,000 Catholic laymen In tbe
Kngllsh-speakln-

g

countries have their

affairs examined and passed upon according to tbe general law of the
church and by ten different congregations. Instead of one, as heretofore.
Another reform waa that effected
by the papal bull requiring the return
of sacred muslo In use by the Roman

Catholic

churches

throughout

the

world to Its austere and suave purity.
And still another bore upon the revision of the catechism, a move dear to
the heart of the late Leo XIII. whereby Instruction In the catechism la no
longer regarded, aa In years past, as

tbe adjunct to a basically religious
education, but is now held to replaca
everything mother, the schoolmaster,
the general mental environment.
Pope Plus was In every respect a
man ot peace, and tbe clerical troubles In Spain and Portugal during the
latter years of his life greatly affected
his health. When Spain and Portugal,
following the lead of France, broke
away from the church, he refused to
take any decisive action against them.
He held steadfastly to the purpose
that governed hla every move during
his tenor In office and chose the middle course. Standing strongly for the
rights of the church, he refused to
use the doubtful diplomacy with which
soma of his predecessors accomplished
their ends, and when the amolderlng
volcano of public aentlment In Portugal broke, and tbe revolution, which
had ao long been hanging Ore In that
country, deposed King Manuel and
took the form of active warfare
against the prtesta and nuns, ha
the situation but refused tbe
word that would bring to arms thousands of bis aupporters and plunge
tba country In a bloody religious war.
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Men of Millions Have Shown They
Recognize the Duty of
Benevolence.

Area

few years ago a gift ot fl.OOO.OOfi
for any benevolent object was a surprising and epoch making event. A
great advance In Idean of benevolence
and the sense of responsibility for the
use of wenlth Is marked when it la
found that during the year 1013 there

is Less Than
That of Continental

One-Fourt-

h

U. S.

A

Owner

WAR DKCRASES REVENUE.
As a direct result of the European war, imports into
the United States have dropped to the lowest point in
years and the revenues of the federal government have
suffered a consequent decrease. This would have been the
result under any tariff law that might have been framed,
and to meet the condition extraordinary measures may Income necessary. For one thing, it has been suggested that
the tax on liquor and tobacco be increased; another proposal is for the issuance of war stamps, as was done under
the McKinley administration, while still another is for an
increase in the income tax.
Whatever will be done will, of course, be in the Ottttre
of a temporary expedient, to be abandoned as soon as importations from European countries swing back to normal,
and this will depend entirely upon the length ot the war- -it
may be three months and it may continue three years.
The government fiscal year which ended last June
showed a handsome surplus in the treasury and it was the
judgement of men well informed as to the situation that
import duties and income tax would have kept the balance
on the right side of the ledger. But the condition forced
upon the Wilson administration is by no means serious and
it will be met in the wise and patriotic manner which has
been characterized in previous acts.

WILL MAKE GOOD
There is a far more general appreciation of the great
truth, that success in business life is not to be measured
solely by the amount of money a man may legitimately

BEST USE OF GREAT WEALTH

ac- -

cumculate, but rather that account must be taken, and tak
en in a very large meaure, of how far the business man,
before he is today truly called successful, has been fair- minded how far he has recognized that, higher than the
desire for gain he has held the spirit of fair play, the spir
it of fair play to his individual contemporaries in business,
to the community in which he live, to the social order
whose general good has sovereign rights which he must
recognize, and for which he must make personal sacrifice.
As an individual L. I. Taylor has always recognized
fair play principles, which is a sufficient guarantee that
his eyes will not be blinded to those same principles in the
public position to which he has been called namely to a
seat in the lower house of the New Mexico legislature.
The Republican party in Colfax could not have nomi-tea cleaner nor more industrious man than the subject
of this sketch, and his election is conceeded by Democrats
and Republicans alike.
Mr. Taylor is a successful farmer and rancher and has
the interests of the county at heart, and for him to bolt in
the legislature against the county and its interests would
mean destruction to his own prosperity.
d

were

28

persons

In

the United States

who gave $1.000,000 or more to benevo
lent purposes.
If a full list of these were printed
few would be able to tell on what ob
Jects the majority of these gifts were
bestowed, so common have great gifts
to benevolent purposes become.
The amount In the aggregate ol

gifts during the year, as far as record
Of this. $170.
ed. was $302 000.000.
000.000 waa for educaUnn. and $95,000
000 for religious and charitable pur
poses, including missions.
Tbe largest beneficiary waa the Met
ropoiltan Museum of Arte in New
York city, which received $23.000,000,
including an art collection valued at
$15,000,000 from the Benjamin Altmat
estate, a collection of arms valued at
$5,000,000 from W. M. Rlggs, and th
whole estate of J. H. Hammond, tht
typewriter manufacturer, estimated at
$3,009,000.
Thta does not Include what
the museum may receive from the
$50,000,000
collection of J. Pierpont
Morgan, part of which is now on loan
exhibition in the museum.
Probably the next largest beneficiar;
of the year is the foundation for char
ltnble purposes established by John D.
Rockefeller, chartered in the state ol
New York. The amount Is not named
and ultimately may exceed the gifts tc
tbe museum.

to 183 It Covered Approximate
ly the Same Amount' of Territory
Has Variable Climate and an
Extensive Coast Line.

irlor

XXXI

Washington, I) C:
It Is Interesting to note that the area
of Mexico Is practically as great a
that of the United States between tin
Mississippi river and the Atlantic
const, the great lakes and the Qtjll
Mexico, varying in altitude from sea
level to 18,000 feet Its climate la af
fe te,l by theae elevations and by a
range of IS degrees of latitude
Twelve hundred miles U the distance
traversed In passing south from
Juarez, on the northern boundary, tc
the capital, and 900 miles more to the
The (lulf ol
southeastern boundary
Mexico and Caribbean sea coast line
extends for 1.700 miles, while the Pa
clfic ocean and Oulf of California

rociety

In

coast.
Spanlsl.
covered
but the
Texas secession and the result of the
Mexican war added nearly one million
square miles to our territory, and the
extent of Mexico now is less than one
fourth that of continental United
States. Mexico has still territorial ex
panse equal to the aggregate of Aim
Germany, France, Oreat
The total area
Britain and Ireland.
of the republic. 767,000 square mllea
Tho $10,000.000 given by Andrew Is less than that of Texas, California
Carnegie for a charitable foundatioL Montana. New Mexico and Arizona
in his native town, Dunfermline, Scot combined.
land, comes next. The gifts of Olivet
The average density of population
H. Payne, of $4,250,000 to Cornell uni- of Mexico approximates 20 per squan
versity, and Robert P. Doremus, esti- mile, the most thickly populated por
mated at under $5.000.000, to Washing Hons, outside of the federal district
ton and Iee university of Virginia, art being the states of Tlaxcala and Mex
in the same class.
Ico, the former being less than Dels
But the most unique and heart-sti- r
ware In size and of about the same
ring gift of the whole year was that ol density of population, and the latter
Reed B. Freeman of Blnghamton, N. being nearly as large as New llamp
Y., who gave hie whole fortune, estishire but with more than twice the
mated at $3,000,000, to the families oi number of inhabitants. Tbe Federal
the 30 girls who perished In the burn- district, modeled arter the District or
ing of his factory, and at sixty-fivColumbia, but of eight times greater
years of age began business again aa area, Is surrounded by the state of
a clerk in New York city, a poor man. Mexico, the large population of tho
touch 4,000 miles of Mexican
Mexico, as a
Prior to
colony, and the United States
approximately equal areas,
IS.-.-

e

Tobacco Monopoly.

The president of Uruguay has submitted to the general assembly fot
approval a contract signed by tbe
minister of finance, for the purpose
of establishing a tobacco monopoly.
This contract provides for the conces
ion to a private company, for a term ol
25 years, of the sole right to Import,
purchase, manufacture and sell tobacco in all its forms. The present manufacturers and dealers may become
stockholders In the new company fot
the value of their plants and stocks on
hand plus a bonus, or they majr dispose of their establishments, machinery and stocks to the company al
actual value plus a bonus. The company Is to pay the state $1,240,800 an
nually during the first five years,
from the sixth to the
year, and from the thirteenth
year
to the end of the twenty-fiftAfter 25 years the monopoly
shall revert to the state.

mm

Washington, D. C The following
Information concerning Mexico was
given out by the National Geographic

capital. 470,000, materially aiding In
bringing the average to more than
twelve hundred per square mile.
During nearly three hundred year
subsequent to the conquest by Cortes
Spain dominated Mexico. A century
:ixo a bold effort for freedom was
started, which eventually resulted in
the republic of Mexico of today. More
Ine matter, condensed grape must or a
pure dry sugar.
"The foregoing definition does not
apply to eweet wines made in accord- -

NO.

per quart 70c

when the masses want legislation to develop the state in
an agricultural way, and to accomplish this end it is fast
being recognized that successful farmers make the best all
round legislators. They are in a position to take a stand
and stay with it regardless of party affiliations. They can
afford to act independently.

The opinion seems to be prevalent that the German

generally, and on this account the German army and navy is or will be a failure in
the European struggle. It is however interesting to note
that the Kaiser and his family are total abstainers and
that military attache is not permitted to use liquor while
on duty, and what liquor is consumed is done so at home
in the midst of the family, and not in the booze bazaars or
club.
race is a class of

beer-guzile-

rs

When the United States had completed the Panama
Canal Germany was the only European nation to eulogize
this country on accomplishing this feat. Johnny Bull on
tbe other hand demanded that his ships pass through the
canal free of charge. These are points worth considering.

The first week of traffic through the Panama Canal
netted this country $50,000, and only a small portion of
business. It looks as though it will !e a good investment,
regardless of the opposition to tollage.
is regrettable that W. H. Andrews was defeated at
the state convention for the nomination of congressman.
Hernandez is a good man but is not equal to Fergusson.

It

The convention

Bluffed off

the Republican victory.

No Alhambra the weeds have not been eradicated.

per quart 70c

per quart $1.25

Per

qurt fi.oo

fhese inks are a guaranteed product, it flows freely, does not Ruin
and is made for a hijjh and dry climate. "It's All Write."

Office Furniture and Supplies
Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Sec
tional Book Cases and Unifiles

Globe-Wernick- e

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
Carbons and Type

Brushes, etc.,

writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

Cimarron Publishing Company
For Good, Up - to -date Standard
Clothing, Dry

in Boots, Shoes,

I Merchandise

Trunks, Fur-- .
niture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tin- warp Willi Paner Drinrt and Stfltinn(rv.
AND
QUALITY
PRICES
GUARANTEED
Goods, Notions, Hats, nillinery,

Matkin Supply

Company

Mail Orders Promptly Attended To

Cimarron Transfer Co.
J.

W.

Swearingen,

Prop.

thlr-tent-

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice

h

It is a popular opinion with many that only an attorney is a fit subject to represent the masses in the legislature, laying stress on the fact that their legal talent is a
valuable asset in promulgating good laws that will elucidate their validity. While this may be true in one sense,
it is chimerical in another. The legislatures are already
overrun with attorneys and the time is at hand right now

NO 92
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Parenthood.
The blame, then, for the boy who
goes wrong doea not rest with the
boy himself, or yet with his remote
ancestors. It rests squarely with the
parents who, through Ignorance or
neglect, have failed to mold him
aright in the plastic days of childhood.
What Is needed, especially in this complex civilization of ours, with Its myr
lad incitements and temptations, is
a livelier appreciation of the responsibilities as well as the privileges of par
enthood. Most of all. perhaps, from
the point of view of coping with the
problem of vice and crime, do parents
need to appreciate that it Is in the
very first years of their children's
lives that the work of character build
ing should be begun. From "The Boy
Who Goes Wrong." by H. Addington
Bruce, In the Century.

Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in"Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.

Phone 56

AVISO.

Secretary of Agriculture Houston.

El trespasar dentro del pasieo del W. S.
ance with Sweet Wine Fortification en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
yaza, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o corAct of June 7, 106 (34 Stat 215)."
The decision prohibits the addition ta! macera seca o para cuslesquieraotroe
of any water to grape Juice in making fin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictamenl
wine, and in cases where water is c equellos que asi traspasaren serán prose-cutado- s
added to pomace of grapes the decision
al lleno de la ley.

provides as follows:
"A product made from pomace, by
the addition of water, with or wilboul
Gambling Due to Ennui.
sugar or any other material whatever.
Wherever ennui is to be fought Is not entitled to be culled wine. It la
there Is gambling. In the Journal ol not permissible to designate such a
Religious Psychology Mr. Albert N product as pomace wine.' nor other
Gllbertson notes that winter gambling wise than as Imitation wine.' "
Is one of the favorite amusements ot
Tbe new derision becomes effect i vr
the Eskimo, and he quotes the follow- Immediately
for all wines prepared on
ing statement on the "passionate gam
after Juue 12, 1914 Inasmuch as
biers" among the Alaskan natives of or
naje prepared pre
the Ungava district, described by many wine makers
vtous vintages in accordance with tht
Holmberg:
down lu
"Gambling is carried on to such a department's rules, aa laid
10 and i20
degree among both sexes that even food inspection decisions
will be allowed them
their own lives are staked upon the certain leeway to
such productk actu
reference
with
game.
a
of
The winner often
Issue
prior to the adop
manufactured
ally
obtains the wife of bis opponent, and
On this point
holds her until some tempting offer is tloii of the new decision.
of agriculture has Is
made for her return. The only article the department
they possess is frequently wagered, sued the following statement:
"Proceedings under the Food anu
and when they lose they are greeted
Drugs Act with respect to fermented
with derision."
beverages not prepared In conformity
with this decision, but which, it a
No Better, But Worse.
Apropos of a policy of trust refor- claimed, have been manufactured in
Shank of Indianapo- good faith in compliance with elthet
mation,
food Inspection decision 10 or food
lis said at a banquet In New York:
Is
bad,
Inherently
kill tt inspection decision 120, will not be
"If a trust
by the department ol
m unintended
You can't reform It. It's like the singagriculture prior to Juue 12, 1916, II
ing lady.
appear, upon Investigation
It shall
"One man said to another:
" 'I hear your wife baa been taking that the articles with respect to which
the claim is made were actuality niauu
singing lessons.'
factured prior to the date of this de" 'Yen,' waa the reply.
" 'Well, what do you think of her cision aud are labeled In conformity
., tin either food Inspection
decision 109
voice since It's been trained?'
'it's no better; but there's a lot. or food luspectlou decision 130, aa the
Ms"
more oí 1C "
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SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers

rimado) WILLIAM FRENCH,
la Compnaia de heces del W. 3.

TRAPPED

IN

BURNING

Carry a full line oi
COFFJNS and CASKETS

TREE

.

TELEPHONE 20
Cimarron, N.

Chased by Bull. Farmer Hat to Beat
Out Flames In Topmost
Brsnches.

M.

Muskegon. Mich. Attacked by a
NOTICE.
bull and forced to take refuge In a
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture in
tree, which later caught fire from Colfax county, whether for
the puipose oi
burning brush, was the thrilling ex hunung, fishing,
g
pulling wild fruit, or
an Kggiestou
patience of R. T.
fire wood, or for any purpose whatsotownship farmer living near here.
I jiii
managed to beat out the fire ever, wilbout leave, is tricily prohibited;
In the tree.
He had his eyebrows and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
.
the lull erneiil of the law.
burned off and his clothing
He climbed SO feet into the tree be(Signed)
WILLIAM
fore he waa able to check the flames
for W. S. Land ft Cattle Co.
cut-lin-

acoi-ched-

that spread through

the

branches.

Tbe bull kept In tbe neighborhood of
the tree and Lane waa unable to make
his escape for several hours.
Finally a Une of fire forced the ball
away from the tree and Lane waa
able to descend He fled through the
hot embers of the brush fire and had
one foot burned-

First Woman Jury's Verdict
Ban Francisco. The first woman
Jury to appear In a felony cur In California returned a verdict of not guilty
after two hours' deliberation In the
oaee of a woman on trial for an alleged attempt ax Mm tm lU

TtSSTS is
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logt-tlir-
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Let us print your butter wrappers. These wrappers are
made of vegetable parchment paper and áre the only kind
that should be used around butter. They are recommended
by the U. S. government and are absolutely sanitary.
Printed butter wrappers give your product a much neater appearance and a greater demand.
Mail orders promptly attended to.
$2 for 500

Cimarron Publishing Company
OUR QUALITY

IMPRINT

The Quality Shop

Phone 37
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recorded July Sfst, 1910. in the office of
the Recorder of Colfax county, New Mexico, on pages 478 and following from Stanley McCormick to Geo. H. Webster. Jr.,
has been created a Game and Fish Preserve under licenses issued by the State
Game Warden of New Mexico, on July
nth. 191 3, for a period or ten liol years.
Under said license, all game quadrupeds,
game birds and game fish become the property of the owner and no fishing or huntThat New Mrxico is to become ing on said Urraca Kanch will be permitone of the chief dairy farming ted under full penalty of law, without
states in the union is the confident written permission (rom the owner or his
prediction of President Ralph C. authorized agent.
No hunting permits will be isEly of the state fair commission.
The state fair commission has been sued during the year 1414.
Geo. H Webster, Jr.
organization of

New Mexico To

Become Great

Dairy State

pushing the

the

New Mexico dairymen's associaNOTICE
tion. A secretary has been employed whose entire duty is conAll trespassing on the Urraca Ranch
fined to organization work and the property, in Colfax county, whether for the
in purpose of hunting, fishing, gathering wild
encouragement of
breeding
nf
up
the
expense
fruit or rutting fire wood or any other purthe

dairy herds
districts.

of

the various farming

pose whatsoever, without permission, is
strictly prohibited, and all such trenpaxs-serwill be prosecuted to the full extent
of the law.
Geo. H. Webster. Jr.
s

Big Supply Of
AVISO.

Timber On Hand
According to Report

y

del
Kl treapasar subre la proprii-darancho de la Urraca, en el Condado de
Colfax sea va con el fin de cazar pezcau o
recoger fruta silvestre o cortar lena oi otro
lin cualesquiera sin permiso se prohibe
Y lodos aquellos quienes
estrictamente.
traspasaren aeran proaecuiados al pleno
extento de la ley,
Geo. H. Webster. Jr.

According to statistics just issued by the United States forest
service there is in the national forests of Arizona an aggregate of 10
billion feet of merchantable saw
logs and in New Mexico 15 billion
feet. On this basis it is estimated
that the annual production forever
of 200 million feet board measure
is assured so long as the timber
can be protected from forest fires.
At present the total annual cut under free use, local sales and gener- THE SPRINGER DENTIST
al markets amounts to slightly ov-- will be in Cimarron, August
It is clear that
83 million feet.
27, 28 and 29th, office at
the annual cut in Arizona and New
Mexico can be more than doubled The SWASTIKA Hotel.
without endangering the productivShip Tree by Parcel Poet.
ity
the national forests of these
Franklin, Pa. A tree eight feet
states.
long, with a radius of four inches, was

Dr. H. S. Murdoch

et

g

MEXICAN

WAR

SERIAL STORY

Remarkable Feature That Will
Appreciated by All of Our
Readers.

A

Be

Mexico Is a subject tn
which every American Is Intensely interested. It is safe to say that there
are but few who really understand
what has occasioned the years of
inand devastation that has atWar-Infeste- d

fit.-h-i

The

of Broken

Promises
A Stirring
Story of the

i

tracted the attention

Land

of the entire

Mexican

world.
Dane

Coolldge In his remarkable
Revolution
story, "The Land of Broken Promises," gives an insight into the condiBy
tions in Mexico, and some of the
fundamental causes of the numerous
DANE COOLIDGE
revolutions in such a way as to make
Juthf tf "The Flrbtini Foot.' "Hidden
Wiirn," Tb Tcxlcaa." tic.
the story appreciated not only by
those who like stirring fiction, but by
jrmAyDON J. LAVIN
thote who like information.
Coolldge has In the past, written
some truly remarkable stories of the
(Copyright. 1914, by Frank A. Munaey.)
southwest, a section with which he
is particularly familiar. His "Hidden
Water," "The Fighting Fool." and
"The Texlcan," are classed as masterpieces of this type of Action. He
Is a naturalist of international reputation and has performed valuable
work in the southwestern states and
museum, for
in Mexico for the Hrltt.-ithe United Stntes government, for the
have arranged to publish
national museums of Italy and France,
the remarkable story
ar,d for a number of the states and
cities.
Land of Broken
"The Land of nroken Promises" Is entitled, "The
his latest and by far his best work, Promises," by Dane Coolidge. It is
and we feel that we are fortunate In
revolution,
being able to secure It for serial pub- a story of the Mexican
condition;
of
lication In our columns.
and a graphic picture
in that country built upon the advenA Striking Serial Story.
and the
No one of our reuders can afford to tures of two Americans
miss the opening, or any other, in romance of a beautiful Mexican
stalment of "The Land of Broken señorita.
Promises." by Pane Coolldge, which
we will print serially. It is a story of
It I a Serial Alt Will
the present Mexicnn revolution, which
With to Read
gives a vivid description of the coudi
We
lions In that
nation.
are Indeed fortunate in being abl to
OF THE AIR
PIRATE
print It at this Une
,

between

Mali

lines in Mexico

WE

Plates of the Above
plied With the Story.

Ad

Are Sup-

Homing Pigeons Make Record.
Eighteen homing pigeons
Chloego
released from Noifolk, Neb., arrived
here the same day, having covered
the distance at the rate of a little lesi
tban a mile a minute. Panders d
dared this to be a new record.

"BLUE DARTER" A TERROR TO
CHICKS AND PROTECTORS.

Many Wrongs May Be Laid at the
Door of This Innocent Appearing
Bird Has Given Race of
Hawks Bad Reputation.

When the "blue darter" darts sevFind Ring Inside Snake.
eral things happen. Most likely pan
N. J
Hunston
Livingston.
Keitt.'i
Bunby
post
Albert
parcel
shipped via
duuionium will break loose right away,
nell, a farmer, to a friend In Ohio. oollie dog killed a garter snake, Insldi and the farm will become the stage
NOTICE
a
wedding
found
was
which
rln
of
closely
ta
The branches were bound
one
luscrlbed From M. J. P. to U. U for moatof this most famous characthe trunk.
ter's
melodramatic scenes. In all
17,
June
la hereby given that the property of the
the country there la no other one
a defined by a deed

URRACA RANCH

creature capable of starting so much
commotion as this innocent-lookinbird, sometimes called the "blue
because, as the farm wife explains, be dabs down from nowhere
and takes the prettiest little white
chick of all the hen's brood. In books
this pirate of the air has the name of
Cooper's hawk, scientifically speaking,
Acclplter Cooper.
The truth of that old farm story
about the woman who turned over
the churn on the cat, which jumped
and scratched the dog, which frightened the talf and made it run Into
the hive of bees, which all but stung
her husband to death Is that the
whole thing was started by this same
Innocent looking bird. He had darted.
The chickens did a perfectly natural
thing in setting up a disturbance trying to escape the dart. And next to
the baby's cry, the sound that travels
quickest to the good housewife's eai
is her poultry's S. O. S.
Several other wrongs are laid at
the feet of Acclplter Cooper besides
the dead chicken and all the attendant evils. He has been the cause ot
all the other hawks getting a bad
name.
Many a big, peaceful,
hawk has been shot because
of his smaller relative's reputation
for chicken stealing.
Now, this big
hawk Is not such a moral fellow that
he will not steal a chicken once in
,
a while, but he's
preferring gophers, mice, sparrows and
Insects.
So great Is his appetite for
different farm pests that a chicken
now and then Is oniy small wages for
his good services.
But there Is another hawk which
shares with the "blue darter," not only
his evil reputation, but also goes so
far as to deserve It, being a confirmed
chicken and bird killer. This is the
sharp shinned Acclplter Velox, which
Is about half the size of the other
Acclplter.
The case of the hawks la Just another one which goes to show that It
won't do to put all people of the
same name In the same class. Oni
Mr. Hawk may be a chicken thief and
another Mr. Hawk may be a strenuous worker for the public welfare, and
that'a Just the fact about this bird
family.
In fairness to the hawks II
should be remembered that most ol
them are our efficient friends. Th
two Acclplters mentioned are the only
outlaws of the family commonly
known over the United States.
Save your ammunition for the
"blue darter" and hla smaller kinsman. That's the advice of those who
know the hawks. Observation and ex
amln. .Ion have shown that all the
members of these two tribes are hopelessly guilty of th6 murder of dome
tin fowls, game birds, songsters and
other feathered friends.
True It Is that both the Acclplters
do kill a sparrow now and then. In
this way they seem 'to think they can
jnake p for the harm they do. Per

U"

dab-ber,-

red-taile-

honest-hearted-

haps they could if they killed spar
rows enough.
But they don't. The
sight of either of them should be the
signal for every farmer to snatch his
gun and shoot to kill. But he should
be sure it isn't one of his friends.
Affection Among Birds.
Of all the birds he had studied, said
Mr. W. Parren, in a recent lecture at
the Royal Photographic society's
none showed conjugal affection
in quite the same way as the herons
of Andalusia, In Spain. Whenever the
two parents relieved each other at the
dxhl-bltle--

nest they invariably crossed their
necks in a momentary embrace, after
which the newcomer took up the duties of sitting and the other flew away.
The brown-backeherons never omit'
ted this affectionate salutation. Speaking of the famous egret "heronry" In
the same district, Mr. Parren said that
the egret wore Its coveted plumes with
far more grace than he had ever
seen any lady wear them. The slaughter of these birds In the nesting season was pitiable. Frequently the parent birds were robbed of their
plumes and left to die, while the youug
ones starved in the nest. The Americans, he was glad to say, were doing
their best to stop the trafilo In osprey
plumes.

Hunting Ground for the Author.
The hunting ground for the author
in search of a title Is the Bible. Hall
Calne haa drawn therefrom "The
Woman Thou Oavest Me," "The Prodigal Son," "The Scapegoat"; Miss
Marie Corelll went to the same source
Cor
"Wormwood"
and
"Barabas,"
Misa Braddon for "One Thing Needful" and "Thou Art the Man," Marion
Crawford for "Whosoever Shall Offend," Whyte Melville for "Black But
Comely," Thomas Hardy for "The
LacMlcean," Kipling for "Many Inventions," W. J. Locke for "When
Love Is," William Black for "A
Daughter of Heth," William Le Qneux
for As We Porglve Them," Walter
Besan t for "Children of Gideon" not
"The Pourth Generation," and so on
The list might be prolonged to All the
window twice over.
Plan Tablet to Anolent Wits.
It is proposed to erect a tablet In
SL Leonard's church, Shoreditch, London, England, to the memory of the
Elizabethan actors who are recorded
In the parish registers to have been
buried there. The list Includes the
following: Will Somers, Henry VHI'8
Jester (died 1560); Richard Tarlton,
Queen Elisabeths famous clown and
possibly Sbakeapeare's Toriek (died
lf.88); Jamea Burbage, the builder of
the first English playhouse (died
1697); Richard Burbage, the original
Impersonator of many of Shakespeare's characters (died 1818 19);
Oabriel Spenser, William Sly, Richard Cowley and other actors in the
original and early productions of
Baakeapearoa uuvye.

CIMARRON NEWS
Aragón that ne should locate the claim
for mo under a power of attorney.
Didn't know htm then like I do now.
The papers had to he sent to Mocto-sumand Hermoelllo, and to the City
of Max leo and back, and while I was
waiting around I dug In on this load
and opened up the prettiest vein of
quarts you ever saw In your Ufa,
Here's a sample of it. and It's sure
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He handed De Lanooy the familiar
piece of quarts and proceeded with his
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your taxes and you can come out,
then," conceded Henry Kruger.
Bad Hooker and Phil De Lanoer are
"No." grumbled Hooker, "it I go
to tha revolution In Mexico,
tea eng.
to (Iva up their minina claim and return stay with It" He glanced at bis pard-ne- r
at this, but he, for one, did not
to Uta t'nlted matea In tha bordar town
SYNOPSIS.

11

mu

f Oadadan Hookar itiwli Henry Kruaar. seem to be worried.
itov miner wno Minn or a etc mm- "I'll try anything onoo!" be obpoaltloii In Moxlro that be wanta
to take charge of.
served with a sprightly air, and Bud

grinned sardonically at the
phrase.
"Well," said Kruger, gating Inquiringly from one to the other, "Is It a
go? Will yon shake hands on ItT"
"What's the proposition?" broke in
De Lancey eagerly.
"The deal Is between me and
Hooker," corrected Kruger. "Ill give
him three hundred a month, or an
equal share In the mine, expenses to
be shared between us."
"Make It equal shares," said Hooker, holding out his hand, "and I'll give
half of mine to PhlL"
"All right, my boy!" cried the old
man, suddenly clapping him on the
shoulder, "111 go you and you'll nevar
regret It," he added significantly.
Then, throwing off the air of guarded
secrecy which had characterised his
actions so far, be sat down and began
to talk.
"Boys," he said. "I'm reeling lucky
today of I'd never have closed this
deal rm letting you In on one of the
biggest things that's ever been found
In Sonora. Just to show you how good
it Is, here's my smelter receipts for
eight hundred pounds of picked ore
one thousand and twenty-twdollars!
That's the first and last ore that's ever
been shipped from the old Eagle Tail.
I dug It out myself,
and sacked It
and shipped It; and then some of them
crooked Mexican officials tried to beat
me out of my title and I blowed up the
whole works with dynamite!
"Yes, sir, clean as a whistle! I had
my powder stored away in the drift,
and the minute I found out I was
euchred I laid a fuse to it and brought
the whole mountain down. That was
ton years ago, and old Aragón and
the agente mineral have had the land
located ever sinos.
"I bet they've spent five thousand
pesos trying to find that lead, but being nothing but a bunch of ignorant
Mexicans, of course they never found
nothing. Then Francisco Madero
comes In and fires the agente mineral
off his job and old Aragón lets the land
revert for taxes. I've got a Mexican
that keeps me posted, and ever since
he sent me word that the title had
la peed I've been crazy to relocate that
well-wor-

CHAPTER
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he said. "Bbo
runa four hundred dolían to the too,
and the ledge Is eight Inches wide between the walls. Nine ore, eh? And
he lays between sbale and porphyry."
His eyes sparkled as he carefully
replaced the specimen, and then he
looked up at Hud.
let you In on that." be said,
"half and half or I'll pay two hundred
dollars a month and a bonus. You
alone. Now how about ItT"
Par a moment Hooker looked at him
as If to read his thoughts, then he
book his head and exhaled his smoke
regretfully.
"Nope," be said. "Me and Phil are
pardners. We work together."
TU gire you threw hundred:" cried
Kruger, half rising in bis chair.
"Nope," grunted Bud, "we're oard- rock."
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"Huh?" snorted
flung away In

man,
disgust. Rut as be
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Cried

the door a new thought struck
and he came as quickly back.
"Ton can do what you please about

pour pardner," he said.

to

you!

Now

"I'm talking

will you think about

"Burs!" returned Hooker.
"Well, then." snapped Kruger, "meet
roe at th Waldorf In an hour!"
CHAPTER

III.

On the untrammeled frontier, where
t men are willing to pass for what
they are without keeping up any
"front," much of the private business,
mm well as the general
devilment. Is
transacted In the back rooms of saloons. The Waldorf was nicely fur-

nished In this regard.
After a drink at the bar. In which
Be Lavncoy and Hooker Joined. Henry
Kroger led the way casually to the
rear, and In a few moments they were
safely closeted.
"Now," began Kruger, as be took a
eat by the table and faced them with
napping eyes, "the first thing I want
to make plain to you gentlemen Is, If
1 make any deal today It's to be with
Mr. Hooker. If yon boys are partners
you can talk It ovor together, but I
deal with one man, and that's Hooker.
"All right?" he Inquired, glancing al
De Lancey, and that young man
sodded Indulgently.
"Very well, then." resumed Kruger,
"now to get down to business. This
mine that I'm talking about la located
down bere In Sonora within three
hours' ride of a big American camp.
It Isn't any old Spanish mine, or lost
padre layout; it's a
ledge
running three or four hundred dollars
to tbe ton and I know right where It
well-deflne- d

la, too.

"What 1 want to do Is to establish
title to It now, while this revolution Is going on, and make a bonanaa
out of It afterward. Of course. If yon
hoys don't want to go back Into Mes
loo. tha'. settles It; bat If you do go.
and I let you In on the deal, you're got
to sos It through or I II loos the whole
thing. Bo make up your minds, and
tf you say you 11 go, I want you to stick
to Hi"
"Wrll go, all right," spoke op Da
Lancey. "U tfs rich enough "
"How about y oof" Inquired Kruger,
turning Impatiently ou Bud; wtH yon
4b

r

"Tea. Ml go," answered Bud tuMan-t- y
"But I ain't stuck on tbe job,- - bo
added. "Jest about got tt opened up
wfcen a bunch of rebels will Jaanp ta
and take rerrthlng Wara got,"
"Woil. you got s title to It and pay

claim.
"Well, now, that don't look so bad,
does It?" ho asked, beaming paternally
at Bud. "There ain't a man In town
that wouldn't have Jumped at the
chance, if I was where I could talk
about it, but that's Just what I couldn't
do. I had to find some stranger that
wouldn't sense what mine I was talking about and then git him to go In on
it bUnd.
"Now here's the way I'm fixed,
boys," be exclaimed, brushing his unkempt beard and smiling craftily.
"When dynamited the Eagle Tall It
was mine by rights, but Cipriano Aragón he's tbe big Mexican down at old
Fortuna and Morales, the mineral
agent, had buncoed me out of the title.
"So, according to law, I blowed up
their mine, and If I ever showed up
down there I reckon they'd throw me
Into Jail. And If at any time they find
out that you're working for me, why,
we're ditched that's all! They'll put
you out of business. So, after we've
made our agreement and I've told you
what to do, I don't want to hear a
word out of you I don't want you to
come near me, nor even write me a
letter Just go ahead the best you can
until you win out or go broke.
"It ain't a hard proposition," bo
continued, "It you keep your mouth
shut, but tf they tumble, it'll be a fight
to a finish. I'm not saying this for
you. Hooker, because I know you're
safe; I'm saying it for your pardner
hare. You talk too much, Mr. l)e Lancey," be chlded, eying bim with sudden severity. "I'm afraid of ye!"
"All right,' broke In Hooker
"I reckon we understand-Nogo ahead and tell us where this
mine Is and who there Is down there
to look out for."
"The man to look out for," answered Kruger with venom, "Is Cipriano Aragón. He's the man that bilked
me out of the mine once, and he'll do
It again if bo can. When I went down
there It was ten years and more ago
I wasn't on to those Spanish ways of
his, and be was so dog gonad polite
smd friendly I thought I could trust
him anywhere.
"Ha owns a big ranch and mes os I
still, runs cattle, works a few placers,
sends oat
and has ovary
Mexican and Indian In the country In
debt to him through his store, so tf ho
happens to want any rough work done
there's always somebody to do 11
"WoH. JUSt to. Show yon how ho did
mo, I got to nosing round those old
Spanish workings oast of Fortuna and
finally I ran across the lodge that I'm
tolling you about, not tar from na
abandoned shaft. But the Mexican
raining lows aro different tros oars,
and an anvsrlnan has lota of trouble
anyway, so I made a trade with old
1

pack-train-

story.
"That ore looked so good to me that
I oouldnt wait I shipped It before I
got my title And right there I made
my mistake
When Aragón saw tho
gold in that rock he Just quietly record od the concession In his own name
and told me to go to biases. That's
the greaser of It! So I blew the whole
mine up and hit for the border. That's
the Dutch of It, I reckon," be added
grimly "Anyway, my old man was
Dutch."
He paused, sailing over the memory of his misplaced credulity, and
Hooker and De Lancey Joined In a
hearty laugh. From the town bum
that ne had first seemed this shabby
little man had changed In their eyes
until now he was a border Croesus,
the mero recital ot whose adventures
conjured up In their minds visions of
gold and hidden treasure.
The rugged face of Bud Hooker,
which had been set In grim lines from
the first, relaxed as the tale proceeded
and his honest eyes glowed with admiration as he heard the

the noddle of low houses which
marked the domain of Mexico.
Fussy little customs officials, larking like spiders In their cooped up
guardhouses, rushed out as they
crossed tho deep trench and demanded
their permit to bear arms. The moment they crossed the line the air
seemed to be pervaded with Latin excitability and Indian joaioosy, but De
Lancey replied In florid Spanish and
before his polite assurances and fulsome compliments it was dissipated In
a moment
"Oood ! Pass on. amigos," cried tbe
beady-eyelittle Jefe, pasting a label
on their pack
"Adiós, senor," ho
added, returning Phil's salute with a
military flourish, and with a scornful
glance at Bod he observed that the
gentleman was muy caballero.
"Huh!" remarked Bud, as they rods
on through the town, "we're In Mexico
all right all right. Talk with both
hands and get busy with your eyebrows and holy Jos, look at thorn
d

pelones t "
Tbe pelones referred to were a
squad of Mexican federal soldiers,
from their heads being shaved,
and they were marching doggedly to
and fro through the thorny mesqult

bushes

In

responso to shouted orders

from an officer. Being from Zac&teeaa,
where the breed Is short, they stood
about as high so their guns; and their

d

scheme.

As for De Lancey. he could

hardly restrain his enthuBuum, and,
drawn on by the contagion, Henry
Kruger made maps and answered questions until every detail was settled.
After the location had been marked,
and the lost tunnel charted from the
corner monuments, he bade them remember It well and destroyed every
vestige of paper. Then, as a final admonition, he said :
"Now go In there quietly, boys
don't hurry. Prospect around a little
and the Mexicans will all come to you
and try to sell you lost mines. Crux
Mendes Is the man you're looking for
he's honest, and he'll take you to the
Eagle Tall. After that you can use
your own Judgment. So good by" he
took them by tho hands "and don't

d

e

talk!"

He held up a warning finger as they
parted, and Bud nodded briefly in
reply. Silence was a habit with blm.
desert-bred- ,
and he nodded his head
for two
CHAPTER

IV.

From the times of David and Jonathan down to the present day the
world has been full of young men
sworn to friendship and seeking adventure In pairs. "Pardners," they call
them In the west, and though the word
has not crept Into the dictionary yet.
It is as different from "partner" as a
friend Is from a business associate.
They travel together, these pardners
of the West, and whether they be cowboys or "Cousin Jacks," tbe boss who
fires one of them fires both of them,
and they go share and share in everything.
Hud Hooker and Philip De Lancey
had met by chance In El Paso when
the revolution was Just beginning to
boll and the city was swarming with
adventurers. Tho agents of the rebels
were everywhere, urging Americans to
Join their cause. Military preferment,
cash payments, and grants of land
were the baits they used, but Hooker
stood out from the first and took De
Lancey with him. A Mexican promise
did not pass current where he was
born and they went to the mines Instead.
Then tbe war broke out and, while
fugitives streamed out of stricken
Chihuahua, they finally struck out
against tbe tide, fighting their way to
a certain mine far back In the Sierra
Madres, where they could dig the gold
on shares.
Behind them tbe battle waged;
Casas Grandes was taken and retaken;
Juarez, Agua Negra and Chihuahua
fell; Don Porfirio, the Old Man of Mexico, went out and Madero took his
place; and still they worked for their
stake.
Then new arms and ammunition
flowed in from across the border;
O rosco and his rebel chiefs went out.
and the breath of war fanned higher
against the bills. At last tbe first
broken band of rebels came straggling
by, and, reading bate and envy
in their lawless eyes, the Americans
dug up their gold at sundown and rode
all the night for their lives.
And now. welded together by all that
toll and danger, they were jiardners,
cherishing no delusions as to each
other's strength or weaknesses, but
Joined together for better or worse.
It was the last thing that either of
them expected, but three days after
they fled oat of Mexico, and with all
their money unspent, the hand of fate
seised upon them and sent them back
to another adventure.
It was early morning again, with
crowds along the street, and as they
ambled slowly along toward the line
the men on tho corners stared at them.
The bunch of cowboys gazed at Bud,
who sported a now pair of
boots, and know blm by the way ha
rode; and the mining men looked
ssarchlngly at Do Lancey, as if to
guess tho secret of his quest
A squad of mounted troopers, riding
oat on border patrol, gamed after thorn
questlonlngly, bat Bad and Phil rode
on soberly, loading their pack, and
hooded for Agua Negra across tho Uno.
It was a grim placo to look at this
bordar town of Agua Negra, for tho
war had swept It twice. A broad waste
ot lsvsl land lay between It and tho
prosperous American oily, and aeróos
this swath, whore tho Mausers and
roaohlna guns and twice mowed, lay
high-heele- d

ever break loose like thst we might
get planted with the rest!"
"By Jove, old top," exclaimed Da
Lancey, laughing teastngly, "you've
ce.talnly got the blues today. Here,
take something out of this bottle and
see tf it won't help."
He brought out a quart bottle from
hts saddle hags and Bud drank, and
shuddered at the bite of It
"AU right." he said, as he passed It
back, "and while we're talking, what's
the matter with catting it out on boose
for this trip?"
"What sre you going to drink,
than?" cried Do Lancey In f signed,
alarm, "water?"
"Well, something like that" admitted Bud. "Come on what do you
say? Wa might get lit up and toll
something."
"Now lookoe bore. Bud," clamored
Phil, who had had a few drinks already, "you don't mean to Insinuate,
do you? Next thing I know you'll bo
asking me to cut It out on the hay
might talk In my sleep, you know, and
give tbe whole snap away!"
"No, you're a good boy when you're
asleep, Phil," responded Bud, "but
when you get about half shot It's different. Come on, now I'll quit It you
will. That's fair, alnt It?"
"What? No little toots around
town ? No serenading the señoritas and
giving the rurales the hotfoot? Well,
what's the use of living. Bud. It you
can't have a little fun? Drinking don't
make any difference, as long as we
stick together. What's tho use of
swearing off going on record In advance? We may find some fellow that
we can't work any other way we may
have to go on a drunk with him In order to get his goat! But will you
stick? That's the point!"
Bud glanced at him and grunted, and
for a long time he rode on In silence.
Before them lay a rolling plain, dip
ping by broad gulches and dwindling
ridges to the lower levels of Old Mexico, and on the skyline, thin and blue,
stood the knifelike edges of the Fortunas miles away.
With desert-traineeyes he noted
the landmarks, San Juan mountain to
tbe right Old Nlggerhead to the left
and the feather-edgof mountains far
below; and as be looked he stored It
away In his mind in case he should
come back on the run some night
It was not a foreboding, but the
training ot his kind, to note the lay of
the ground, and he planned Just where
he would ride to keep under cover if
he ever made a dash for tbe line. But
all the time his pardner wad talking of
friendship and of the necessity of their
sticking together.
"I'll tell you. Bud," he said at last
his voice trembling with sentiment
"whether we win or lose, I won't have
a single regret as long as I know we've
been true to one another. You may
know Texas and Arizona, Bud, but I
know Old Mexico, the land of mañana
and broken promises. I know the country. Bud and the climate and the

Made Maps and Answered Questions
Until Every Detail Was Settled.

crumpled linen suits and flapping sandals detracted sadly from the soldierly
effect.
Big and hulking, and swelling with
the pride of his kind. Hooker looked
them over slowly, and spoke his hidden thought.
"I wonder." be said, turning to Phil,
"how many of them I could lick with
one hand?"
"Well, they're uotblng but a lot of
petty convicts, anyway," answered De
Lancey, "but here's some boys ahead
that I'll bet could hold you, man for
man, husky as you are, old fellow."
They were riding past a store, now
serving as an Improvised barracks,

and romping about In the streets were
a pair of tall Yaqul Indians, each decorated with a cartridge-bel- t
about his
hips in token of his military service.
And a group of others, sunning
themselves against the wall, looked up
at the Americans with eyes as fearless
as mountain eagles.
"Yes. that's right" admitted Bud,
returning their friendly greeting, "but
we'll never have no trouble with
them."
"Well, these Nacionales are not so
bad," defended Phil, as they passed
the state soldiers of Sonora on the
street, "but they're Just as friendly as
the Yaquis."
"Sure," Jeered Bud, "when they're
sober! But you get a bunch of 'em
drunk and ask 'em what they think of
the gringos! No, you got to show me
I've seen too much of 'em."
"You haven't seen as much of 'em
as I have, yet," retorted De Ijincey
quickly. "I've been all over the republic, except right here In Sonora, and I
swear these Sonorans here look good
to me. There's no use holding a
grouch against them. Bud
thoy
haven't done no any dirt"
"No, they never had no chance,"
grumbled Bud, gazing grimly to the
south. "But wait till the hot weather
comes and the revoltosos come out of
their holes; wait till them Chihuahua
greasers thaw out up in the Sierras
and come down to get some fresh
mounts. Well, 111 tell 'em one thing,"
he ended, reaching down to pat bis
horse, "they'll never get old Copper
Bottom here not unless they steal
him at night. It's all right to be cheerful about thla. Phil, and you keep right
got a
on being glad, but
hunch that we re going to get In bad."
"Well, I've got Just as good a bunch,"
csme back De Lancey, "that we're going to make a killing."
"Yes. and speaking about killings,"
said Bud. "you don't want to overlook
1

that"

low-dow-

women!

"They play the devil with the best
of us, Bud, these dark-eyeseñoritas!
d

n Csve Creek.

Msmme
One of t
zona of wl
mammoth

resources ot ArV
is known is tho
Cavo creek In tho
Chlrtcahua mountains northeast off
Douglas.
It is only a few miles
from the border lsnd automobile
road and with a little effort can,
for
be made a great attraction
It is said thla
that highway.
cavern has never been fully explored
and Is believed to be as large and In
all probability equally as Interesting
as the Mammoth cave of Kentucky.
i

Continuous Performance.
Corn on the cob
Is haply here,
And so I grin
From ear to ear.

Qravedlggers In German Army.
Brussels. The Herman army is tho
only one engaged In the European
war having a special corps of grave-diggeaccompanying the troops in
corpa
the field. The
was formed during the Franco-Prussiawar In 1870. All German soldiers
wear around their necks a label bearing their name, rank and regiment.

rs

grave-diggin-

n

16,000,000 In Emergency Cash.
San Francisco. Sixteen million dollars In the new emergency currency .
authorized by the Vreeland-Aldricact, is now in the subtreasury hero,
and more will arrive. Applications to
date total only $3,300,000, and William.
J. McOoe, assistant United States

treasurer here, said that the Paclflc
const seems to be in such sound financial condition that he docs not expect
much further demand.
8ALIDA GUNNISON

HIGHWAY.

Road Over Cochetopa Pass to Open
New State Highway.
Denver. Construction work on
highlink In the
way leading over Cochetopa Pass Is.
nearing completion, reports the road
engineer of the forest service upon hla
he-ne-

Salida-Gunniso-

return to Denver headquarters. Tho
road crew at work on a strip eight and
a half miles In length over the paso
is making excellent progress, and with
favorable weather conditions should
finish the road before winter sets in.
This new link, covering a distance of
slxtren miles, is a cooperative project between Saguache county and tho
forest service, each party sharing
equally the cost of construction. Work
was begun last year, at which timo
three miles was put through, outside
of the boundary of the Cochetopa forest by tho county commissioners, and
four and a half miles was built Inside
the forest, under the supervision ot the
forest cfflcors.
According to the road engineer, this
strip Is a double track roadbed and follows a natural water grade, on a
southern exposure, through the forest,
thus eliminating any need for largo
bridges. The average maximum grade
Is but six per cent, of which there la
not more than three miles in the aggregate, the remaining portion of tho
By
road consisting of easy gradea
reason of the low elevation, absence of
steep grades, and the open country-througwhich It passes, It is expected
that the Cochetopa Pass road will
form one of the best and most traveled state highways across the continental divide.

That's what makes all the trouble
down here between man and man. It's
these women and their ways. They're
not satisfied to win a man's heart
they want him to kill somebody to
show that he really loves them. By
Jove, they're a fickle lot, and nothing
pleases 'em more than setting man
against man, one pardner against another."
"We never had any trouble yet" observed Bud sententlously.
Oood is no good, but If it be spend r
"No, but we're likely to," protested God glveth good for no other end.
De Lancey. "These Indian women up Spencer.
In the Sierras wouldn't turn anybody's
head, but we're going down into the
hot couutry now, where the girls are
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
pretty, ,
ta ra, and we talk through
the windows at midnight"
s
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"Well, If youll cut out the booze,"
Collect- of Liberal Arte
Werren Academy
said Hooker shortly, "you can have
Graduate School
Summer School
'em all, for all of me."
ii r HTMKIITA IN nil HEART
OP DGNVKRi
"Sure, that's what you say, but wait
Denver Law School
School of Commerce
till you see them! Oh, la, la. la" ho
Dental Hcoool
Saturday Cúñese
kissed his fingers ecstatically "I'll bo
The Resiatratlos Dare for the
But listen.
Kali Semester Ara Sept. 7 and 8.
glad to see 'em myself!
Inquiries of any character will
Bud, here's the proposition, let's take
be answered In tha first mall
an oath right now, while we're startwhen addressed to
up
well
ing out, that whatever comes
THE CHANCELLOR, Ualvereltr
Park. Colorado.
always be true to each other. If one
of us Is wounded, the other stays with
blm; If he's In prison, he gets him out;
If he's killed, he avenges his"
THE "FAMOUS"
WATER
"Bay," broke In Bud, Jostling him
ELEVATOR
FOR
IRRIGATION
Into
the saddlerudely as be reached
Five-yea- r
guaranbags, "let me carry that bottle for a
tee. Thirty days'
while."
free
trial. Our
He took a big drink out of It to pre1914 catalogue will
It
getting
all
and
from
Lancey
vent De
explain how to reshoved It Inside his overalls.
duce your pumping
expense fifty per
"All right, pardner," he continued,
cent. This we
with a mocking smile, "anything you
guarantee to do.
say. I never use oaths myself much,
WRITE TODAY.
but anything to oblige."
HE FAMOUS WATER ELEVATOR CO.
mean it. Bud!" cried De
"No, but
DEN VES,
1411 Stoat Strwt,
COLORADO.
Lancey. "Here's the proposition now.
Whstever happens, we stay with each
other till this deal Is finished; on all
scratch cases we match money to see
WOLCOTT
who's It; and If we tangle over soma
The Weat'a Leading School for Olrla
wins
the
man
other
and
girl the best
Equipment
Fully Accredited. High Orada. Opens Sepone stays away. We leave tt to the
Catalogue
16th.
tember
on
request
you
shake
girl which one wins. Will
WOLCOTT SCHOOL
hands on that?"
Department A, Dearer. Celoraao.
"Don't need to," rea pond ad Bud;
"111 do It anyway."
"Well, shake on It than!" Insisted
asTa USED MOTORCYCLES
Do Lancey, holding out his hand.
cwr,.':;,T ,r.txzBad,
hanging
"Oh, Bally!" burst out
bis head In embarrassment, "what's
antead bargain. Send fur
the use ot getting mushy?"
Ut WltSTKHN surri.lKN CO.
But a moment later ho leaned over 1800 Larimer Street. DKKVKM. OOLOBADO
In his saddle and locked hands with s THE STUDENTS'
SCH00L0F
viselike grip
"My old man told mo not to make 1RT "I Pearl St. nearer. Colorado
DRAWING. PAINTINO, ILLUSno such promises," be muttered, "hat TRATION.
DESIGN. HENRY READ Director
111 do It. being's It's you."
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Ho pointed at a gopup ot dismantled adobe buildings standing out on
tho edge of the town and flanked by a
segment of whitewashed wall all spattered and breached with bullet-boles- .
"There's where those prise Mexicans
of yourn pulled off the biggest killing
In Sonora. I was over hero yesterday
with that old prospector and he told
mo that that wall Is the bull ring,
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
.
I.IVC MIS I
Alter the first big fight they gathered
iiiiUTrn
ln ourboalneee.
,u',u'"d to
II AN I CU IVniufient
up throe hundred and fifty men, mare
petition.
Mm
salary
monthly.
Investor should be wlllliuf t learn séaca
or loss, and throw ed 'am In a trench
Snatching Land From River.
or traveUiiu ano. "f tintinees
later taau raerse a?
along by tho wall then thoy blowed It
branch office. BII FEOFITb CBllTalM. r O.
Land Is being built oat to son
BOX
T4.
COLORAPO
ewer on 'em with a tew sticks of dyna- tho mouths of tho Mississippi ilrm at
mite and lot 'em pass for buried. No an estimated avsrags rata of MO Coot SFHD II "1Ul
as
r
edr.ru.UM ease
"""
esa aireara
of
o ra reara.
ornas as or nfrthtna; aTsooss ass, U thoy
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CIMARRON NEWS.
SPORT.

LATEST NEWS
St. .dir. af

EPITOMIZED
FROM

TELEGRAPHIC
REPORTS
THAT COVIR THE WEEK'S
VENTS.

OF

MOSTJNTEREST

KEEPING THE READER POS TED
ON MOST IMPORTANT
CURRENT TOPICS.

WESTERN.
WUllam H. Warren, former president of the Chicago board of trade,
died at his home In Chicago.
Four Americana and tweWe Mexicana were killed at Globe, Aria., in a
number of claahea between Americana
and Mexicana.
Clearance papera were refuaed the
ateamer Maaatlan Saturday at San
francisco by order of the Treasury
Department at Washington.
Two transatlantic
ltnera brought
from Europe into the New York port
ore than 1,600 paaaengers, of whom
several hundred were American war
aone refugees.
David D. Shelby, Judge of the United
States Court of Appeals, died at a
Huntavllle, Ala., Infirmary, aged slxty-eveHe waa appointed to the Court
f Appeals in 189 by President
Twelve Pullman paaaengers were Injured two seriously, when Rock Island
train No. 45, bound from Memphis to
Hot Springs, waa wrecked at Galloway station, seven miles cast of Utile Rock, Ark.
Alva Goldsby, nineteen, shot and
killed his mother-in-law- ,
Mra. U. Q.
Meyers, fatally wounded his wife and
then killed himself. The tragedy waa
t Drumwright, an oil town, fifty
miles from Tulsa, Okla.
The frequency and violence of eruptions from lessen peak near Redding,
Cal., have again cleared the mountain

of sightseers.
The twenty-seventeruption belched forth a column of
steam to a height of 7,000
h

ash-lade- n

feet

Orville
Wright and Lieutenant
Whiting of the United States navy,
who is at Dayton studying Wright
hydroplanes, had narrow escapea from
death by drowning when their machine broke and they were precipitated Into the waters of the Miami
river.
With the filing of probate of the will
of William S. O'Brien, general foreman of the Homes take mine, who died
at Lead, S. D., two weeks ago, nearly
$40.000 Is left to bis three daughters
to divide equally, Ida, Flora and Elizabeth. O'Brien waa a pioneer miner or
the Lead section.
WASHINGTON.

Parcel post exhibits will be a feature at county fairs throughout the
country this fall.
Senator Hitchcock introduced a bill
to prohibit the sale in this country of
bonds of foreign countries engaged in
war.
A sharp earthquake disturbance
miles from Washington waa recorded on the seismograph of Georgetown university Saturday.
A dispatch from London states that
Algernon Trevor Sutton of Carthage,
Mo., committed suicide by banging
himself. His act waa the result of de
pression ovar the difficulty of cashing
letters of credit.
Secretary Lane believes that the effect of the European war will be- - a direct benefit to the American people in
making them realize to a greater extent the value of their mineral resources. "It is entirely possible," he
declared, "to bo utilise theae resources and expand our industries
that the label, 'Made In America,' will
become familiar to our own and foreign markets."
Forty British and American workmen were killed in the collapao of the
new concrete customs house at Ceiba,
Honduras, according to a dispatch to
the State Department
A resolution to develop information
on which to propose a federal inheritance tax was lntroduoed In the House
by Progressive Leader Murdoch.
It
declares that 2,000 men control Incomes aggregating more than that of
the governmeut.
Brigadier General Enoch H. Crow-der- ,
Judge advocate general of the
army, to whom a request of the Red
Cross for army surgeons for service
in Europe was referred, rendered an
adverse opinion as to the legality of
such assignments.
Congress passed the emergency
hipping bill, which will authorise the
shlpa
President to admit foreign-buil- t
to American registry, so that commercial fleets may sail the seas under
protection of the American flag while
belligerents of Europe are at war and
scouring the ocean for prizes.
More than one million buahela ok
American wheat are on the way to
Switzerland In British bottoms, the
shipment of three cargoes having
been arranged by Dr. Charlea Paul
Hubacher, charge of the legation at
Washington.
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Pueblo police claim they are going
to win a majority of the prizes offered
by prominent merchants for the hall
game with the Colorado Springs polio
at the State Fair grounds at Pueblo,
Colo., on Aug. 29.
Joe Tinker, manager of the Federal
League Club, probably will not be able
to play ball any more this season, according to a physician wbo examined
him at Chicago to ascertain the extent
of an injury he suffered in a collision.
Pueblo tennis playera downed a
team from the Gumaer Tennla Club of
Florence on the Pueblo, Colo., courts,
winning two singles and two doubles.
Florence won In two single events
and another match waa stopped by
rain.
Rocksand, the famous race horse of
a decade ago, which died recently in
Paris, waa insured with Lloyd's for
the sum of $150.000. He was credited
with winning cloee to $260,000 during
his turf career and many thousands of
dollars in stud fees In later years.
Lawrence Bromfleld, Colorado state
golf champion.
That Is the title captured by the young Denver Country
Club player when he pounded hla little white pellet through a driving rain
on the laBt lap of a
round for
a decided victory over M. A. McLaughlin of Lakewood, banker, 8 up and T,
to Journey at Denver.
e

GENERAL.

Directors of the Pittsburg steel
Company decided to defer the declaration of the dividend on preferred stock

usually payaole Sept 1.
Customs house reports made public
at New York show that importa since
the beginning of the European war
nave decreased immensely.
The Austrian steamer Ida, 4,700
tons, which sailed from Trieste and
Naples before war was declared,
reached Montreal and was taken over
by the marine department at Quebec
as a war prize.
C. Hazeltlne Bashor, husband of the
former Mrs. Isaac E. Dmeraon, mother
of Mrs. Alfred G. Vanderbllt. is in a
serious condition at Cambridge as a
result of a gunshot wound In the head.
supposed to have been self Inflicted.
Senator Hoke Smith was renominated by a large majority over former
Gov. Joseph M. Brown for the long
term In the United States Senate, ac
cording to practically completa returns
state-widfrom the Georgia
Demo
cratic primary.
A train from Lucerne. Switzerland.
arrived at The Hague with 300 Amer
ican refugees. They bring interesting
stories regarding their experiences on
the continent, and report that the ut
most courtesy waa extended to them
throughout Germany.
Walter Lanferalek, national secretary of the Socialist party, received a
telegram at Chicago from William J.
Bryan saying that the United States
ambassador has reported there la no
truth In the rumor that Carl LWb- knecbt. the German socialist, had been
executed.
Heavy withdrawals from the bonded
warehouses brought the custom house
receipts nearly up to those of a nor
mal day at New York, Friday. The
total amount received at the collec
tor s office was $686,847.
Announcement was made by the di
rector of the mint at Washington that
more than 1,000,000 ounces of silver
were shipped on the steamship Phil
adelphia, which left for England, and
that spot silver Is netting the seller
over 68 H cents an ounce in London.
The shipment referred to waa In addition to shipments of 800,000 ounces
previously reported.
e

fBy Cable to the Chicago

Tribune. along a bear, evidently he pet of his
Brussels. The Germans entered battery, which was dressed In the full
Brussels Thursday without firing s regalia of Belgian general. The bear
shot
waa evidently Intended to represent
Yielding to the dictates of reason the king. He touched his cocked
hat
and humanity, the civil government at at Inerváis to his keeper.
the last moment disbanded the civil
This particularly Irritated the Belguard, which the Germans would not gians, but they wisely abstained from
recognize.
The soldiers and ordinary any overt manifestation or any unpolice were then Intrusted with the pleasant feature of behavior.
maintenance of order.
The soldiers as they passed tore reAfter a day of wild panic and
peatedly at the national colors, whlob
nights the cltlsena remained every Belgian lady now wears on her
at their windows. Few sought their breast
conches.
Refuse Gold In Payment.
Cry "Here They Come."
A more pleasant Incident was when
The morning broke brilliantly. The a party of Uhlans clamored for admitcity was aatlr early and on all Hps tance at a villa on the Louvaln road
were the words: "They are here." or They disposed of a dozn bottles of
'They are coming."
wine and bread and meat The nonThe "they" referred to were V commissioned
officer In command
ready outside the boundaries of the asked what the charge waa and offered
city in great force. The artillery was some gold pieces In payment. The
packed off on the road to Waterloo. money was refused
Horse, foot, and sapper were packed
Near the steps of St. Gudule a party
deep on the Louvaln and Tervervue-re- of officers of high rank seated In a
roads.
motor car, confiscated the stock of
An enterprising motorist came In the news venders. After greedily
with the Information and the crowds scanning the sheets they burst Into
In the busy centers Immediately be- loud laughter.
came calm.
March Forward for Hours.
Burgomaster Gives Up.
Hour after hour, hour after hour,
At eleven o'clock It was reported the kaiser's legions
marched Into
that an officer with a half a troop of Brussels' streets and boulevards
hussars bearing white flags had halt- Some regiments made a fine appeared outside the Louvaln gate.
ance. It waa notably se In the case
The burgomaster claimed for the of the Sixty-sixth- .
Fourth and Twenty-sixth- .
citizens their rights under the laws
Not one man of these regicapiof war regulating an unfortified
ments showed any sign of
tal. When roughly asked If he was fatigue after the grueling excessive
night of
prepared to surrender the olty, with marching, and no donbt the order to
the threat that otherwise It would be break step was designedly given to
bombarded, the burgomaster said he Impress the onlookers with the powwould do so. He also decided to re- ers of resistance of the
German solmove his scarf of office.
diers.
The discussion was brief. When
The railway stations, the post office,
the burgomaster handed over his scarf and the town hall were at once dosed.
It was handed back to him and he The national flag on
the latter was
was thus entrusted for the time being pull d down
and the German emblem
with the civil control of the citizens. hoisted In Its place.
Practically all
The Germans gave him plainly to un the shops were closed and the blinds
rederstand that he would be held
drawn on most of the windows.
sponsible (or any overt act on the
part of the populace against the Gern

mans.

Triumphant March Begins.
From noon until two o'clock the
crowds waited expectantly. Shortly
after two o'clock the booming of cannon and later the Round of military
music conveyed to the people of Brussels the Intimation that the triumphant march of tha enemy on the ancient city had begun.
On they came, preceded by a scouting party of uhlans, horse, foot and
artillery and sappers, with a siege
train complete.
A special feature of the procession
waa 100 motor cars on which quick
flrers were mounted. Every regiment
and battery was headed by a band,
horse or foot. Now came the drums
and fifes; now the blare of brass and
soldiers singing "Die Wacht am Rheln"
and "Deutschland uber Alies."
Death Head Hussars There.
Along Chausee de Louvaln, past St
Joase and the botanical gardens, to
the open space In front of the Gare du
Nord, the usual lounging place of the
tired twaddlers of the city, swept the

The American volunteer corps has
up to date a total of 120 names on its

rolls In Parla.
The governor baa Issued a proclamation forbidding the exportation of
augar from Jamaica. It la explained
that the product la required for imperial purposes.
After four days of terrific fighting
In the neighborhood of Loanltza, near
the northern Servian boundary,
Austrian soldiers were put te
rout by ad equal number of Serba.
It la reported that a food famine
reigns in Paris. Chickens were sold
Friday tor $8 apiece. Sandwiches
were disposed of at $1 each. Batter
waa $1.26 a pound. Bread haa gone
to 30 cents a loaf.
Four German girls were arrested at
Brussels on the charge of spying.
Three spies, one a woman, apprehended at Louvaln, have been shot
Three persons excited by the war
news have gone Insane.
At Gyongyos,
Hungary, Eugene
Goldaohmldt,
a noted nillllonalrt
banker and a nephew of Baron Roth.
child, was shot and Instantly killed by
a Hungarian sentry. Ooldachmldt did
not understand Humarían.
h w
piloting hla automobile along the road
en route to Budapest when be waa
halted. He kept on and th aantrv
shot him.
With the proaeect of belnr unit.
again In her former Independence, all
of Poland. Including those nortina
under German and Austrian rule, has
ramea to the support of the Csar.
160,-00-

What It Costs to

One

Kill

Man in Modern Warfare
The eclst of killing a man Is obtained by dividing the total cost of a
war to any of the belligerents by the
number of men killed on the other
side.

France spent $400,000.-00the actual expenses of the war.
Repairing materials and giving succor
to the victims of the war, expenses
that are Justly to be added, cost another $200,000,000.
France paid
as war Indemnity, plus another $400,000,000 In Interest on the
In

1870-187-

0

In

sum, loss of revenue, forced contributions by the enemy and upkeep of the
German army of occupation. This
third category of expenses, not being
Inevitable In all wars, cannot properly
be Included.
On a similar basis here are some

facts about other wars:
war
Turkey. $400.000,000.
Russo-Turkis-

h

(1877-1878-

)

war (1906) Russia,
legions.
Among the cavalry were the famous $1.200,000.000
The number of men killed or who
Brunswick Death's Head Hussars and
of wounds In these wars were:
their companions on many bloody died
Franco-Prussiawar Germans,
fields, the Zelten hussars. But where
waa the glorious garb of the German
16.- troops, the cherry-coloreuniforms of 600.
the horsemen, and the blue of the Ine
wai- - Japanese. 68..
fantry? All Is greenish, earth color 600.
gray. All the helmets are covered with
Whence It results that the cost ol
gray. The guns are painted gray. killing
each man was as follows:
pontoon
Even the
bridges are gray.
In
$21,000.
"To the quickstep beat if the drums
In
$16,000.
the kaiser's men march to the great
In 1905, $20,400.
square, Charles Regler. Then at the
whistling sound of the word of com- andWhat will kill the greatest number
reduce the effective force moet
mand for the sonorous orders of the will be
not the rifle or cannon, but
German officers seemed to have gone fatigue, typhus
or cholera.
the way of the brilliant uniforms the
Russo-Japanes-

e

28,-60-

Russo-Turkis-

war-Russi- ans,

d

Kusso-Japanes-

1870-187-

1877-187-

ranks broke into the famous

goose step, while the good people of
Liege and Brussels gazed at the passing wonder with mouths agape.
Crowds Want Revenge.
At the railroad station the great
procession defiled to the boulevards
and thence marched to encamp on the
heights of the city called Kocnelberg.
It was truly a sight to have gladdened
the eyes of the kaiser, but on the sidewalks men were muttering beneath

their breath:
"They'll not pass here on their way
back. The allies will do for them."
Many of the younger men In the
great array seemed exhausted after
the long forced march, but as a man
staggered his comrades In the ranks

held him up.
It waa a great spectacle and an Impressive one. but there are minor incidents that were of a leaa pleaaant char-

acter.

Officers In Shackles.
Two Belgian offlcera, manacled and
fastened to the leather stirrups of two

uhlans, made a spectacle that caused
a low murmur of resentment from the
citizens. Instantly German horsemen
backed their steeds Into the closely
packed ranks or the spectators, threatening them with uplifted swords and
stilling the momentary revolt.
At one point of the march a lame
hawker offered flowers for sale to the
soldiers. As he held up his posies a
oaptaln of hussars, by a movement of
his steed, sent the poor wretch sprawling and blading In the dust. Then
from the crowd a French woman, her
heart scorning fear, cried out: "Yon
brute," so that all might hear.
Bear In Belgium Uniform.
There was one gross pleasantry, too.
perpetrated by a gunner, who led

Phantom Ships.
Ftritlsh war vessels swarm (Just out
of sight) off our coast, says the Hartford Courant. German war vessels
(Just out of sight) are hovering about

the Atlantic to capture French or

Brit-

ish ships. Mysterious searchlights flsah
along the eastern horizon for the entertainment of those at the seashore.
Startling, indeed and then "nihil fit."
What does it recall to the adult mind?
Don't you remember that mysterious
"Spanish fleet," which spread a scare
all along the coast, not by any means
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Throw Away

Islands Where Communication With your complexion troubles with yowf
the Great World la at Rare Inpowder pufl
no need of either
tervals Tristan ds Cunha.
when you use pure, harmless
It

Face e
PomPOWDER"
ad

Though scientific progress has made
possible to do a double Journey be-

tween England and America In a fortnight, there remain many islands with "The ALL DAY BEAUTY
At all dealers or by mail 50c
whloh It takes years to communicate.
Off the Scottish coaat are the Zona Co.. Wichita. Kansas.
groups of Islands known as the Hebrides, Orkneys and Shetlands. Of
these the most isolated Island Is St
KUda, some three miles long and two is constantly growing in favor because It
miles broad. The Inhabitants lead Does Not Stick to the Iron
Uvea of great loneliness, for It takes and it will not injure the finest fabric For
a month to get to the next Island, laundry purpose ait has no equal 16 as.
more March for same money.
and the sea often makes any com- package 10c.
munication with St. KUda Impossible DEFIANCE STARCH CO, Omaha. Nebraska

DEFIANCE STARCH

3

for months.

The group of eight Phoenix Islands WITH TRAGEDY IN HIS MIND
the Pacific has a total population of
only 168, while another little bit of Husband Dashed Home in Response
the British empire Is Fanning Island.
to Telephone Call to Find Hla
This is a landing place for the Pacific
Worst Fears Were Groundlees.
submarine cable, and usually there
are about one hundred people In the
Smlthson said a thunderstorm el
place.
ways reminded him of this absurd InThe loneliest of all parts of British cident In bis early married Ufe. He
territory la the Island of Tristan Da said It happened when their first baby
Cunha In the South Atlantic, which was only two months old, so he might
is also the smallest inhabited Island be pardoned If his solicitude exceeded
In the empire.
It is 1,800 miles from his sober Judgment He was at hla
land, has a population of 74 Scottish office one afternoon when a terrino
Americans, and the Inhabitants get thunderstorm broke which crashed
news of the outer world usually once enough to frighten anyone, so
when
every two years.
the 'phone rang and his wife's voice
tremoulously asked: "George, dear,
FACE
FULL
OF
PIMPLES can you come home right away?" he
said, "yes," quickly, nor paused to
4240 So. California Ave.. Chicago, 111. question, but frantic with misgivings,
"About a year ago my face was full grabbed his hat and almost ran
of pimples and rod spots. To sleep through town to his home.
Arriving all breathless, he found his
one night without itching was almost
Impossible.
Some of the pimples wife awaiting him on the porch, her
would get big and red and if I touched face the very picture of distress.
Rushing up to her he said anxious
them they would pain, while others
"Why, darling, what's the matwould get white heads on them and ly:
when they broke open some matter ter?"
Much to his surprise came this recame out They would burn and Itch
and I scratched them so that some- ply: "Oh, George, dear, we have
times they would break and bleed. moths!" Kansas City Star.
That always caused them to be worse.
A Loysrl Friend.
"I bought all kinds of salves and
A eectlon foreman on a southern
creams and I found out that tbey did
me no good. I noticed the Cutlcura railway heard the following convex
Soap and Ointment advertisement and sation between two of his dusky laI sent for a free sample. I went to borers
"Jim, you bettah come here an hep
the drug store and bought a cake of
Cutlcura Soap and some Cutlcura me. I's talktn' up fer yon."
"How's dat?"
Ointment and I round the pimples
"W'y, die here man say you alnt fit
were drying out. In two months I
was well."
(Signed) Chas. J. Peck, for de dawgB, an' ah tole him yea you
May 7. 1914.
Is!" Everybody's Magazine.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
8e If Preservation.
free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address postGovernment
Investigator
What
card "Cutlcura, Dept L. Boston." Adv. made you burn your books?
Railroad President The motto of
A Good Shot.
our road Is "eafety first" Life.
A San Franciscan, wbo had been
hunting in the vicinity of Lake Tahoe
Important to Mother
without bagging any game, came upon
a mountaineer who was feeding a O ASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy fas
caged wildcat he had caught the day inzants ana children, and see that It
Bears the
before.
"How much will you take for that Signature of
beast?" he asked.
In Use For Over 30 Tears.
The captor said $5, and the money Children Cry for Fletcher's Cas tons
In

:

was paid over.
"Now," said the Nlmrod, "tie one
end of a strong cord to that tree and
another to the cat's neck, and then
open the door of the cage."
This was finally accomplished and
the fierce animal stood straining at its

His Business.

"What is Jake doing now?"
"Anybody

he

can.

Baltimore

American.

Granulated Eyelids,
sO
tether.
Eyes inflamed by expo
sportsman,
The
who was watching
sure to Sea, Beat sod Wmi
the exercises from the Interior of the
relieved by I
cabin, leveled his rifle across the winNo Smarting,
Eye Comfort. At
dow sill, took careful aim and blazed
Your
Onanist's 50c per Bottle. Martas Eye
omitting Washington? There never away. The wildcat gave a Joyful yell
was any such fleet, but that made no and disappeared In the forest The SalveiaTube2Sc.ForBeektaEycrresiiab
Druggists or sjsrtou rye sasssy Ca.
Thoughtful residents of bullet bad cut the rope.
difference.
Iloston quietly transferred their sare
deposit contents to similar depositorThe Stomach's Function.
ies In Worcester. Conservative New
The teacher was examining the class
Haveners went to Hartford and put In physiology.
"Mary, you tell us." she asked, "what Prompt Relief-Perman- ent
them in safe deposit there. The fleet
Cora
never showed up, but the scare did, Is the function of the stomach T"
LITTLE
t.AKItK
5
and tow the ghost, the same old spec"The function of the, stomach," the LIVER PILLS
.BBBBBBBBar7 I
ter. Is on the Job again. Will it ma- little girl answered, "is to hold up the fail. Purely
trataBry
petticoat."
terialise this time?
hie
act at trelv aH LHsm n v
but gentry on .sattHsssssnsBI
sHITTI W
Modern Russia's Founder.
the liver.
Poor Showing.
Stop
after
Alexelevitch,
usually styled Peter
.afassssssssT
your
boy
How's
IVtK
getting on In col
yitir cha '
the Great, was the creator of modern lege?"
; rr
c.
tres
Russia, the father of such civilization
"Not well. They batted him out of indiiws,ti.,n T
laSaA
as Russia may be said to possess, and the box In the third Inning the other Improve the complexion, brighten the eyes,
the founder of St Petersburg, as well day."
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOCK, SMALL PUCK,
as the first czar of Muscovy to assume
CcoDatM must bear Signatura
the title of emperor, as students know.
Its Kind.
The Btudents also know that the father
"The fate of war seems to hang by
of his country, while reforming others, a hair."
neglected to reform himself, an omis"Tea, a Belgian hare, so to apeak.
sion not peculiar to Peter and remained to the last a coarse and brutal
If yea wish beautiful, clear white
I
savage and tyrant, addicted to the clothes, ass Red Croa Bag Bin. At all
meanest vices and finding his greatest food grocers. Adv.
Joy in torturing his enemies. Often he
The people who are satisfied to pot
lopped OH ten or twenty beads In
and was Immensely proud of It off till tomorrow gr rail y pat It
W. N. U DBNVRft, NO. KMgM.
his horrid dexterity with the sword. off Indefinitely.
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

NEWS ITEMS

LAIL
las. T. I. ail was a business
in Dawson, Wednesday.

At the Model Grocery cream 40c
t., and buttermilk 5c a quart.

per

SUPPLY

Will Lambert went to Raton on
Meals at all hours are served at
official business Tuesday.
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.
At the Antlers Hotel first class
John McGarvey, engineer on the
beds 50c, and rooms fur light E. F. & S. W. running from Dawbousepceping.
son to Tucumcari, spent the past
week with his sister Mrs. Gallagher in the Moreno Valley.
James Livingston and wife were
the guests of their children in Raton several days the forepart of
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wills are
the week.
the p.oud parents of a 10 pound
boy who arrived at their home a
few
days ago. Mother and son
Those butter wrappers are just
doing
nicely.
are
the thing for wrapping butter. 500
printed for $2. Order vours now
,
from the News.
F. A. Rrinkhausen returned last
Thursday from a week's visit with
Dr. Streicher spent Sunday on friends in the metropolis of Colohis farm south of Cimarron and re- rado, and is again attending to his
turned to bis home in Raton on duties as bookkeeper on the Urac-- c
Ranch.
Monday.
,

Weber's Bakery
Bakers' Goods and
Confectioners

COMPANY
WE SELL.

All Kinds of Farming Implements
Wagons
Buggies

Harness and Saddles

The News is working for you and
C. Cox returned Saturday
community every week. What
the
from a several weeks visit at GalYOU, not the other fellow, doare
lup and Belen, where he was looking for it?
ing over the country.
A.

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Beát Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

Mr. and Mrs. Bjorge and daughtSwastika coal, the most heat for
departed Wednesday for the
er
vour money, sold by J. W.
La unta,Colo. sanitarium where it
is hoped Mr. Bjorge will And relief. He has been suffering from
Mrs. Gavin and daughter Lula bemorrage of the lungs the past
departed Wednesday for their few months.
home in Vermejo Park after having spent the summer months in
Remember your friends and send
Cimarron.
them post card views ol the Cimarron Canon.
Sold at the leading
stores at a for 5 cents.
Charles Springer and company,
stock growers, have filed articles
Rev. and Mrs.
Simons and
of amendments with the state cor
poration commission, changing children departed Wednesday for
their home in Knoxville, Tenn.,
their offices from Springer to
alter having spent three months
camping in the mountains west of
here, where he was working on
theology. They made many warm
friends in this city while here.

dissatisfied with your present
brand of butter try Crystal Creamery, to be had at the Cimarron
Meat Market, 35c per ib.
If

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hoover departed Tuesday lor Taos where
Ihey have purchased a ranch on
which they will make their homt
Mr. Hoover will devote his entire
time in stocking the ranch with
high crade cattle.

.

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
SiandnAd Jnc ande

e

(ni

1

of iht World

OH Xamjb

1 Whitest

Light, Brightest Light, No Noise.
No Odor, The Best Oil Light I n Existence,
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
M Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style L amp, Guaranteed

I

ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor
v:,a-"v'r'-;

SrcJaFOaTTSaraBtSaB'l
9

Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery goods at Welwr's
Restaurant and Bakery.

Buried Treasure
Aladdin's lamp was the fabled key to unfold treasure buried underground.
Its owner, by a single rub, could summon
wealth of kings.

genii,

and have access to the hidden

You, too, have buried treasure at your command, and

The school library is in receipt
ninety volumes of juvenile literature from Dr. Henry Baird Fav-il- l
of Chicago; forty volumes of fiction from Mr. Louis Lloyd of Pecos, New Mexico, and Nelson's
Encyclopedia in twelve volumes
from Mr. T. A. Schomburg of Den-

of

ver, Colorado.

Electricity, more powerful

than mythical genii, to do your bidding.

J. Gordon Smith

rubbing a lamp, you take off your telephone receiver and immediately
a wealth of treasure is at your service.

To Quit New

tiny spark flashes over the wires overhead and uuderground and carries the
sound of your voice wherever you wish.

Mexico Journalism

Instead

of

A

Over three and

a half million

dollars

lie

buried under the streets of this mountain

region in cables, wires and conduits, ready for your

use every minute of the day

and night.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

Unless some one buys the Mail
Maxwell will have no paper in the
near future.
J. Gordon Smith,
the present publisher wild discon- tinue publishing the paper aud
move to California with bis wife,
where tbey will make their future
home.
No reasons are given why Smith
has decided to quit journalism in
New Mexico, however, it is rumor-- 1
ed that the sale of the Maxwell
tract to Colorado parties bad some- -'
thing to do in connection with
prompting bis decisiuu.

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

WAR!

Contrary to the public opinion of Cimarron
meats have not advanced in price over the
last year, as the following comparison of
1913 and 9 4 will show:
1

1

I9U

1913

Rib Boil, 15c
Flank Boil, ia4c
Shoulder Steak 16c
Round Steak, 20c
Sirloin Steak, 35c
Steak, 30c
Pork Chops, 33c
Lamb, 50 25c

iac

Rib Boil,
Flank Boil, 10c
Shoulder Steak, 16c
Round Steak, aoc
Sirloin Steak, 35c
Steak, 30c
Pork Chops, 35c
Lamb,
35c
15-3-

0

Don't forget that we are headquarters for
Fresh Fruits, Cantaloupes and Melons in
season. Fish and Oyster season starts on
September
.
1

1

Cimarron Meat Market

